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first, DE:Df comp. CA:AG, .µpright:transverse, 

second, pllg AP = .. gnornon AHJ. 
, -~-: . • • r' 

The fi~st . follows from the proportion DE:Df :: AU:AN, 

since AU:AN comp. AU:AB, AB:AN, and since AB:AN :: AC:AG, therefore 

DE :OF comp. CA :AG, upright : A_U :trans\(erse .A.B. 

The second is sho~h · in 4 steps: 

1. Since pllg NP= pllg GH (by congruent triangles) the~efore 

pllg MP = pllg GQ. 

2. But pllg "GQ = p.llg AL (since GN:AG), 

3. and pllg -AL = pllg JM (pllgs abou_t dia.), 

55 

4. therefore pllg JM =- ·pllg MP, and. gnornon AHJ = pllg AP., Q.E.D. 

Since all these steps are convertible, the generalization · ~~ I.12 is 

proved from I.41 by writing _this _proof backwards. 
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ANALOGY AND UNDERSTANDING 

Robin Smith '68 
Freshman Prize Essay 
(Santa Fe) 

[The quotations from the Republic in this paper 
are mostly from Paul Shorey's translation. How
ever, I have occasionally made slight alterations 
to suit myself. J 

Part I 

Probably the most commonly used - and, indeed, the most effective -

means of explaining is the analogy. Analogy, generally speaking, ex

plains the unfamiliar and unknown by means of similar things which are 

familiar and known and which have the same relationships among them

selves as the unfamiliar things. Unfortunately, this definition tells 

us that analogy explains the unfamiliar and unknown in terms of familiar 

and known things which are analogously related , for "in the same re

lationship" may be considered synonymous with "analogously." How, then, 

does analogy create any understanding of some matter? The answer to 

this question seems to be contained in the Republic, in the three impor

tant comparisons of the sixth and seventh books: the simile of the sun 

and the good, the analogy of the divided line, and the allegory of the 

cave. 

The simile of the sun is introduced at 506E as an account of "what seems 

to be the offspring of the good and most like it." Socrates describes 

the good in this indirect manner because he fears the insufficiency of 

his powers for a direct description: II • • I fear that my powers may 

fail and that in my eagerness I may cut a sorry figure and become a 

laughing stock." However, Socrates has just finished describing the 

corruption of philosophic natures and how the philosopher is useless -

in fact, ridiculous - in existing society. Glaucon will later exclaim 

at ti,e extreme to which Socrates' comparison !oes, .. Heaven help us, 

such a hyperbole!" ( *'ArroA.A.ov ,t oadi15~~~~Ajl'£ ). What is to be made 

of the laughability of Socrates and of the philosopher? 

The answer to this question is not immediately forthcoming. However, 

let us examine this simile which Socrates is offering. In setting it 

1 
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ERROR AND SENSE -DECEPTION 
IN DESCARTES' MEDITATIONS 

Preface 

Robert Licht '65 
Honorable Mention 
Senior Thesis 1965 

It is not our intention in this thesis to reveal the possible paradoxes 

in .Descartes' Meditations. Rather, our effort has been directed to an 

attempt to 6ring to light 6ne sig~ificant end for which the Meditations 

was written. To accomplish this we found it necessary to undertake a 

somewhat laborious analysis of certain arguments, mainly in the fourth 

and sixth m~ditations. : ror this reason, our argument for the·~ost 

part is a kind of discontinuous comme'ntary. This' is unfortunate sirice 

the continuity* depends mainly on the cont"inuity of the text of the' : 

Meditations. Therefore, as an aid for the reader we have placed page · 

and pa~agraph references in the left-hand margin of those sections which 

deal with the fourth and sixth meditations. Since the ~o~er ~dition1 )· . 

has been used thrqughout, except where references are made to the French 

and Latin editi;n2>, the r~ade~ is respectfully req~ested to consecu

tively number the paragraphs of the fourth and sixth meditations of his 

copy. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
" so soon as I had acquired some general . notions 
concerning Physics • • • I observed to what point they 
might lead us, and how much they differ from the prin
cipl~s of which we ha~e made ~se ~~ to the present 
time, I believed that I could . not . keep them concealed 
without greatly sinning against the ·i'aw which obliges 
us to procure • • • the genera1 · g·ood; of· :an mankind. 
For they caused me to .see that it is possible _to at
tain knowledge which is very useful in life, and that, 
in~tead of a speculati~e ~hilosophy • • • we may find 
a . practical philosophy by means of which, knowing the 
force and the action of fire, water, air, the stars , 
heavens and all other bodies that environ us ~ • we 

* of our argument 
1) Philosophical Works of Descartes, Vol. I, Trans. by E~ · S. Haldane 

7 G.R.T. Ross, 1931 ed., Dover Publications, N. Y. 
2) Meditatione·s· De Prima Philosophia-Meditations Metaphyslgues, Latin 

text with French translation of the Due de Luynes; 5th ed., ·:·Librarie 
Philosophique J. Vrin, Paris, 1960 
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can • • • employ ·them in all those uses to which they 
are adapted, and thus render ourselves the masters and 
possessors of nature. This is not merely to be desired 
with a view to the invention of an infinity of arts and 
crafts which enable us to enjoy without any trouble the 
fruits of the earth and all the good things which are 
to be found there, but also . principally because it 
brings about the preservation of health, which is with
out doubt the chief blessing and the foundation of all 
the other blessings in this life. u 

-Discourse on the method of Rightly 
Conduriting the Reason, p. 119, 

Dover edition 

Introduction 

It is hardly possible to discuss, or even mention, Descartes' Meditations 

without referring to the "problem" of doubt. We are not so original 

that we have found a new path, without doubt, into the Meditations. In

deed, we begin, openly, with doubt. 

The plan of this work is simple. In this introduction we make some general 

observations about the first two Meditations with a view to laying the 

groundwork for the arguments that follow. Our main considerations are 

doubt and its origin and limitations, then certainty, and finally , the 

cogito. UJe then proceed to a discussion, in some detail, of the fourth 

Meditation and its arguments on the subject of error, and then a similar, 

but more extensive discussion of the sixth Meditation. UJe close with 

various conclusions about certain arguments, and some discussion of the 

implications of others. While we have not here examined closely the dif

f i cu l t and i mportant arguments of the third and fifth Medita t i ons, we 

have not neglected them either. Where relev~nt we refer to particular 

arguments that they contain. Further, we ~ave .prefaced our discussions 

of the fourth and sixth Meditations with some 6o~sider~tions of their 

.. place" in the work, which has entailed som~ ~ttention to the third and 

fifth. If the objection were raised that the Meditations cannot be fully 

understood without reflection on the third and especially the fifth, we 

would not disagree. 

Doubt and Its Origins and Limitations 

"But it may be tha·t although the senses .so.metimes de
ceive ~s concerning things: wh{ch a~e hardly perceptible,: '• .. : . 



'or very far away, there al'e yet ma.ny others to be met with 
as to .which we ! cannot: reasonably have any doubt, . although 
we recognize them by their means. • • And how co.uld I 
deny that these hands .and this · bbdy are min~, were it not 
perhaps that I compare mys~lf . to . cert~in persons, devoid 
of sense, whose cerebella are so troubled and clouded by 
the violent vapours of black bile• • · ." (p. 145) 
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This passage contains both the immediate origins and the limitations of 

doubt. · It does not contain the purpose of doubt, which is bound up·with 

its opposite, certainty. It is a question of appearances, 'the deepest · 

origins of . doubt however, do lie primarily in. ~ts opposite, for the pur

pose of the Meditations !~ ~ clearly stated in :the opehing paragraph: 

0
• • • I must once· for all seriously undertake to rid · 

myself of all the opinions which I had formerly accepted. 
• • • if I wanted to establish any firm and permanent 
structur.e in the .sc.iences .. " , (p. 144) . 

Again, it is a question of appearances. Having discovered that many of 

his former opinions are false, which he once held as true, and that he 
. ; . . . 

had accepted as most true th6se he had ''learned either from the senses, · 

or through . th~ a·enae~ · .. ( p. 145) he i~ i~Clined ' to doubt the senses. For 

his senses h~ve, in the pa~t, occasionally deceived him about ~ppear~~ces, 

"and it is wiser not to t'rust entirely to anything by which we have once 

been deceived> (ibid·). Thus the immediate· origins of doubt are in the 

knowledge that he has, in .the past, been deceived by his senses. Cer

tainly, ~!though t~e partic~lar deceptio~~ of se~~e are n6t ~pacified, 
other ·than things, "which . are hardly .perceptible, or very far away", 

. . 

they cannot, on the face of it, ·be very serious, that is, so serious as 

to disr~pt ~fgnificantly the course of his life. O~ the other h~nd, it 

is r~asonable to assert that "it is wiser no~ t6 trust entirely" to 

things that have once deceived us. But if we consider the end in view, 

that is, the desire for certainty, then we may justify elevating doubt 

to a more serious p.osition. This "elevation" is to raise doubt to a 

rule: . . • reason already persuades me that I ought no less car efully 
' -~.. ;· . 

to withhold my assent from matters which are not . entirely certain and 

indubitable than from those which appear to':tm~ -'-~nife~tly to be false." 

(ibid). But, in elev~ting doubt, we must n~f target its limitation -

he is not mad, he does not "de,ny that · these hand~ ~nd this body are mine. 1.1 
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Thus. we have the immediate origin of doubt in the fact that his senses 

occasionally deceive him. And this doubt is limited for, in the world 

as it appears to me "normally," that is of things which are neither 

"hardly perceptible" nor "very far away" there are many other sensations 

"as to which we cannot reasonably have any doubt." But the deeper origin 

of doubt becomes a powerful lever. 

In the search for certainty, the fact that the senses deceive us takes 

on a new significance: 

"• •• owing to the fact that the destruction of the founda
tions of necessity brings with it tha downfall of the rest 
of the edifice, I shall only in the first place attack those 
principles upon which all my former opinions rested." (p. 1~5) 

methodological Doubt and the Search for Certainty 

We have stressed the humble origins of doubt for reasons which will be

come important as we proceed. . However, the fact that the senses dece·ive 

u~, if only occasionally, is .at first a tool for the discovery of cer

tainty, and in the end, deeply revelatory of nature. As a tool, doubt 

supplies us with two rules to carry forward the program set out initially. 

The first is to "withhold assent" from all opinion, and the second, to 

consider as false all opinion, that is in the least doubtful. With this 

beginning Descartes proceeds to apply doubt as a method for the sake of 

certainty. Two conclusions at which he arrives are {a) that there "are 

no certain indications by which we may clearly diGtinguish wakefulness 

frcim sleep •• • u (p. 14~), and (b) that it is possible that God is a 

debeiver. From (a) he draws a further twofold conclusion; namely, that 

in sleep his ideas "are but 'false delusions" (ibid) (when we dream) but 

that even so the ideas "are like painted representations which can only 

have been formed as the counterparts of something raa1 ·an'd· true." (ibid) 

And, although a painter can paint_ fantastic imaginary figures, he must 

derive the parts from something "real and true" although the form may 

nowhere exist. But we are dreaming and thus the appearance of things 

in our dream do not come directly from our senses and, on that level at 

least, we cannot be certain that the appearances represent anything real 

in form. 



"' 
',. 

ff •• although these general things, to wit, a body, eyes, 
a head, hands ••• may be imaginary, we are bound ••• to 
confess that there are at least some other objects yet more 
simple and universal which are real and true ••• " (p. 146) 
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And th.i.9.r is true of "all those images of things which dwell in our thoughts." 

(.ibict..): , Of ·. ~hese uobjects • ~ • more simple and universal" than the 

.. : appear~nces 0 pertains corpora.al nature in general, and its extension, 

figure, of extended things, their quality or magnitude and number ••• 

also the place • • • the time which measures their duration," etc. (ibid) 

The twofold conclusion of (a) is, therefore, that there seem to be two 

classes of ideas; the composite, of which appearance is formed, and the 

" 'more simple and more universal" i.e., (to anticipate) the ideas of 

nature tha·t correspond to matt)ematics. He then alludes to the dubious 

state of the natural · sciences •1which have as their end the consideration 

of composite things, 0 (p. 147) comparing them with the mathematical 

sciences "which 6nly treat of · things that are very simple and very 

general without taking great trouble .to ascertain whether they are 

actually existent or not, contain some measure or certainty and an 

element of the indubitable" and the truths of which are certain "whether 

I am awake or ~sleep." (ibid) . 

Implicit in this concl~sion, which is admittedly lacking in demonstration, 

is the greater part of the arguments ·in the rest of the meditations. 

Here on one side we have the appearance of composite . nature brought to 
' .. ' 

the mind through the senses, which appearances a~e at least doubtful 
•" ·.:.'' 

a nd hence without ·certainty. On the . other we have the certain, necessary 

idea~ of math~matics, to which th~ composite appearances in their ele-

. ments conform. This latter, is the first account of the certain and 

necessary. 

· : ~owever the second conclusion (b), that God might b~ a deceiver is far 

more powerful , for His decept~on might be so persuasive as to deny the 

very · certainty of mathematics~ . ,As the more powerful ·argl:iment, it promises 

the ·most .devastating. attack on the foundations of his opinions. There-
, ·. l . 

fore, to that end he as~umes,_ .that God is 
~ 1.:: ~~ 

"some evil ·:genftis: :not less powerful than deceitful (who) 
has employed his whole anergiea in dec~iving me~ I shall 
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consider that the heavens, the earth, colors, figures, sound 
• • • are nought but illusions and dreams of which this 
genius has availed himself in order to lay traps for my 
credulity; I shall cohsider myself as having no eyes, 

(p. 148) 

fl 

What remains to him, however, is a rule: He may suspend his judgment. 

We must stress that this radical doubt of all existence is a method 

which he assumes ("I shall ••• suppose,n etc.) Although he may require 

of himself, for the sake of knowledge, an absolute suspension of be

lief, common experience, in which the senses occasionally deceive us, 

does not make that demand: 

·
11

• • • · nor will I ever lose the habit of deferring to them 
(common opinions n. b.) ••• so long as I consider them 
as they really are, i.e., opinions in some measure doubt
ful ••• and at the same time highly probable, so that 
there is much more reason to believe in than to deny 
them." (ibid) 

The balance. of this passage asserts what we have stated above, that 

universal doubt is assumed (" . for certain time pretend {emphasis 

added) that all these opinions are entirely false.") 

Certainty and the Cogito 

The quest for certainty soon ends in the cogito. Even if there is an 

evil deceiver, "he can never cause me to be nothing so long as I think 

that I am something. 0 (p. 150) But, he asks, what is this exi~tence 

now that all body is denied? He considered that he, in the past, con

ceived of himself as being nourished, moving ("walking"), sensing, 

which were "attributes of soul." But, nourishment and movement are 

attributes of body, and sensation also cannot occur without body. 

Thinking alone cannot be separated from self. Therefore he exists, but 

"just when I think." Therefore, he is a thinking thing. As a thinking 

thing II it is very certain that the knowledge of my existence 

taken in its precise significance does not depend on things whose exis

tence is not yet known to me." ( p. 152) Further, a thinking thing is 

" ••• a thing which doubts, understands, conceives (intelligens), 

affirms, denies, wills, refuses, which also imagines and feels (sentiens.") 

(p. 153) Now, previously sensation, or ''feeling~ · could not occur 



·"without body," (p·. 151) and yet, in the above description of the 

faculties · or attributes of a "thinking thing," sensation is present 

(and significantly last in the list, in ~he original as well as the 

translation.) Therefore, since the "knowledge of his existence" does 

not depend on things whose ~xistence is not yet known to him, and . that 

means the ·knowledge of body, the case for sensation is ambiguous. 

Descartes then ~onsid~~s the case for sensation: 

" . I am the same who feel.s (sentis) ••• who perc.eives 
certain things, as by the ' organs of ·sense (e~~hasis added, 
n.b.) sines .. in truth I ·see · light, I hear nq·ise, I feel 
heat. But . it will be St!id _that the~e phE;Jnomena .are false 
and that · i · ~m drea~i~g •• ~still it i~ ai .least ~~ite 
cer.tain ~·that i-t seems to me that I can sea light, etc ••• 
That cannot be false; properly speaking it is what is in 
ma called feeling (sentire); and used in this precise 
sense that is no other thing than thinkin9." (p. 153) 

7 

There follows the famous example of the wax (p. ' ts4) which we shall not 

6onciern our~elves with~ ·~ther than ·t6 note ~he conclusiont 

"But what is this piece of wax which cannot be unders~ood 
excepting by (the understanding} of mind? It is certainly 
.the same that . I seef touch, imagine, and finally it is · 
the same which I .have always believ_ed it to be from the 
beginning. But what must be particularly observed is that 

·its perception is neither an act of vision, nor of touch,· 
nor of imagination, and has never been such although it may 
have appeared formerly to be so, but only an intuition of 
the mind, which may be imperfect and confused as it is at 

· present, .a·ccording as my attention is more or less direc·ted 
to the elements which are found in it, and of which it . is 
COmpOS8d e II (p. 155) . . 

The . ex~mple of the wax is for the sake of an examination of the senses. 

The end of that examination is to discover what can be known with cer

tainty. Descartes does not 'conclude that the wax is not known at all, 
. --

but that the "perception" falls into two ca ~agar ies :_ "the clear and 

distinct" and the "imperfect and confused." It is a matter of the 

appearance. What arises from the sensation is an idea, and in that 

sense it is quite clear that it is mind which perceives. But implicit 

here in the two categories of per.caption are two categories of ideas. 

If we recall (p. 146) what we have characterized as the first account 

of certainty (see above, p. 4), the direction of the mind 11 to the 

elements" of the wax, by which means its perception is "clear and 
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distinct" is to regard the wax as an object of mathematics. This is, 

of course, at the center of Descartes' arguments in the meditations, 

and we will have much occasion to return to it. 

However, the discussion of the wax does not clear up the ambiguous 

status of the faculty of sensation, which, on the one hand, is a mode 

of thought and thus a part of "thinking essence" (to anticipate a 

_later definition) and, on the other, is intimately connected with body. 

The difficulty is deepened by the idea that knowledge of his existence 

"taken in its precise significance" cannot depend on the existence of 

anything "whose existence is not yet known to one." (p. 152) In its 

precise significance, then, his existence, as he can know it, is de

pendent wholly on mind. The "lev_er" of doubt has established that he 

can separate in thought, the idea of body, and in separating it, in 

no way jeopardize the certain knowledge of his existence. Thus, it 

might be argued, as Descartes eventually does, that mind is independent, 

and hence distinct from body. But the "realm" of mind, of cogito, since 

it includes all thought, necessarily includes all the faculties of 

thought that have ideas arising from corporeal objects. Sensation, as 

a mode of thought, is obviously most directly related to body: "one 

cannot feel without body." (p. 151) · Hence the ambiguous situation of 

this faculty. : 

Examining the problem a little more closely, we find that the problem 

of sensation is intimately related to the above mentioned division of 

the categories of perception, or of ideas: " ••• bodies are not 

properly speaking known by the senses or by the faculty · of imagination, 

but by the understanding on~y ••• " (p. 157) The categories of per

ception reveal a distinction among the faculties, and this distinction 

is not merely that mind may be understood as made up of faculties, but 

that there is a real "cleavage" between the understanding, Which be

comes a faculty of innate ideas, and which is the source of all cer tain 

knowledge, and the other faculties. Since our theme is the deceptions 

of sensation, we will return to this discussion. 
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The "Place" of the IVth meditation 

Certain developments which Descartes' thinking has undergone before the 

rvtti meditation must be noted. As we saw in our introduct.ion, the cogito 

includes all faculties of thought, Separated from the cogito, by · the 

method of doubt, ·1s : a11 corporeal nature. further, we noted there the 

implicit begi~nihg~ of a distinction among the ideas of mind • . In . the 

IIIrd Meditat!o·n, among other considerations, Descartes begins an exarni

natioh of 'his idea•, now explicitly dividing them into categories. Con

sida~ed frbm the Viewpoint of the first two Meditations this represents 

an exarnin~titiM bf the· cogito as regards its various faculties and the 

ideas associated with them;. . from. the point of .view ·of the lVth :Meditation , 

the distinctions among the ideas, and implicitly, among the faculties, 

become fundamental ~nderlyin~ assumptions~ B~~ore con~idering the · 

.. place" ~f the rvth !fte.di_.i;ation more · t:16~el/, let us examine· certai·n 

passages from the Illrd. 

0 Now as to what concerns ideas, if we consider them only 
in themselves and do not relate . t.hem .. to anything else 
beyond themselves, they cannot 'properly speaking be false. 

· We mu~t not fe~r likewise that falsity can enter into will 
and into affections, for although I may desi~e evil things , 
or even things that never existed, it is not less true that 
I desire them. Thus there remains no more than the judg-
ments which we make, in which I must take the g~eat~sf ca~e 
not tri d~ceive myself. But the principal error and the 
commonest which we may meet with in them, consists in my 
judging that the ideas which .are in me are similar or 
conformable to the things which .are outside me ••• " (p.159-160) 

But of a ll his ideas all are not all of equal status . nsome appear 

to be innate, some adventitious, and others to be formed ••• by 

myself." 

And consi'der'ing nt'hose·ideas which appear to me to proceed from certain 

objects that · are outside me" he inquires into .!•the reasons which cause 

me to think them similar to these objects," and f·inds that he is . 

"taught this lesson by nature" and, further, that the ideas do not de

pend on his will (both these considerations will become important in the 

VI~ meditation). The .. objects" here referred to are the ideas that 

arise from sense: "I feel heat, and thus I persuade myself that this 
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feeling, or at least this idea of heat, is produced by something which is 

different from me." 

Although nature seems to teach him that the ideas of objects outside of 

him conform or correspond to the objects, he notes that 

the "teachings of nature" are different from the "light of nature. 11 By 

the ·former "I merely mean a certain spontaneous inclination which impels 

me to believe (emphasis added) in this connection." But the light of 

nature is what enables him to recognize that the idea is -true. 11 But 

these two things are very different; for I cannot doubt that which the 

natural light causes me to believe to be true as, for axample, it has 

shown me that I am from the fact that I doubt." (p. 160) 

This distinction, between the teachings of nature, and the light · of 

nature, represents a distinction among the ideas in mind, which con

tinues the discussion begun at the close of the preceding Introduction. 

The distinction is based upon the idea of necessity: 

"And finally, though they (the ideas of objects, n.b.) did 
proceed from objects different from myself, it is not a 
necessary consequence that they should resemble these." 
(emphasis added) (p. 161) 

Therefore, we find that the cogito contains two basically different 

kinds of ideas. (It contains more, apparently, but the basic distinc

tion among the ideas is our present concern.) On the one hand there 

are ideas which the light of nature causes us to recognize as true. On 

the ·other, there are the ideas of objects which nature teaches us to 

believe conform to the objects. The former ideas are characterized by 

necessity, or certainty, and the latter by a belief that they indeed 

represent things as they really are. But, in this latter case, there is 

no necessity in the judgment. This distinction among the ideas of 

mind leads to a consideration of the distinction among the faculties. 

As noted in the Introduction, the cogito, or soul, or thinking thing 

"is a thing which doubts, understands, affirms, denies, wills ••• 

which also imagines and feels." (p. 153) The cogito is, initially, all 

the (thinkable) faculties of thought, ·and they are, through doubt, 

distinguished primarily from body, from the world. 
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As we see, there is a progression in the meditations from this first 

separation (Meditations I , a~d . II) to a consideration of the differences 

among ·the ideas and faculties, in the IIIrd Meditation. The crucial 

distinction betwa~n ideas .of rational necessity and ideas of "corporeal 

nature" underlies the discussion -of error in the succeeding discussions. 

further, the realm of . ~d~as of rational necessity is the understanding 

or faculty of tt_pure intellection, '' and this realm contains the innate 

necessary ideas .- of . mathematics and certain "common notion~" initially, 

and ultimately of God. Already, ldoking ~ac~ on the doubt of the first 

two Meditations, we see a developing twofold treatment of corporeal nature 

in Descartes. That is, the methodological doubt originally postulated 
. .. 

will become, because of the distincti6ns ~mong ideas developed beginning 

in the IIIrd Meditation, in the · fifth and sixth Meditations, and idea 

put forward as a real doubt. That is, the suspension of belie.f ,in the 

first Meditation, occasioned by a need for a meth~d to attain certainty, · 

will be misrepresented in .the last as a· serious consideration based upon 

the lack of certain~y in our judgments~ B~t it is our contention as 

noted previously that, in that sense, Descartes does not doubt the 

existence of the material world, rather, as we shall show it is the idea 

or appearance of the world that is held in doubt as to whether it repre

sents nature as it really is. This latter idea is the distinction we 

will show in its .development, commencing in the IV~ Meditation. 

To return to our discussion of the "place" of the IVtih Meditation, and 

how it follows the IIIrd, the above mentioned distinction among id.eas 

may also be characterized as the distinction between the tru~ and the 

false. for, ~s Descartes states: ~The principal error ..• con~ists 

in my judging that the ideas which are in me are conformable to 

the things - which are outside , me." (p. 160) The error in judgment is 

intrinsically related to the distinction as regards necessity · in "' ideas, 

as we shall discuss shortly. However,' Descartes mentions a further 

falsity, material falsity, ·which is, in part, the subject of the sixth 

Meditation, but which, in the end, has a common ground with error i n · 

judgment. 

"For although . • • it is .only in judgments that falsity, 
properly speaking, or formal falsity can be met with; a 
certain material falsity may ••• b~ found in ideas, i.e.,. 
when those ideas represent what is nofhing a~ though it 
wer .. e something." (p. 164) 
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This falsity has its ground in a still further distinction among the 

ideas i.e., as between those ideas of corporeal objects which it is 

possible to perceive clearly, i.. e., as the objects of pure mathematics 

(e .. g., extension, length, etc.) and those which "are thought by me with 

so much obscurity and confusion that I do not even know if they are 

true or false" that is, whether they are "the ideas of real objects 

or not." The former category is, of course, problematic since it 

represents a meeting ground of innate mathematical ideas and perception. 

But the latter category, for our purposes in the discussion of the IVth 

meditation, is understood as the realm of the ideas among which judg

ment erroneously chooses, i.e., of formal error. This is only to 

repeat What has already been established at the outset of the Meditations, 

but in a slightly different guise, namely the deceptions of sense. Jn 

the present instance the ideas are so confused that it is not possible 

to tell what, if anything, the idea represents. But the case of 

mistaking the square tower for round is rooted in the same kind of 

falsity, as we shall show. 

Before proceeding with the analysis, one further argument from the IIIrd 

Meditation should be added: 

"By the name God I understand .a substance that is infinite 
(eternal, immutable) independent, all knowing, all powerful, 
and by which I myself and everything else, if anything else 
does exist, have been created." (p. 165) 

God, the creator is the revealed God of traditional religion. This is 

very important from the view-point of the deceptions of sense. If God 

created us, and He wills the best, why do we err, that is, why are we 

deceived? 

This discussion of the third Meditation does not, in any way, attempt 

to elucidate it. It simpl y- is an attempt to .define the "place'' of the 

IV~ Meditation. However, a close analysis of the devious II!rd Medita

tion might well reveal that the "place" of the fourth is by no means 

clear. for example, the argument for God's existence in the IIIrd 

Meditation is followed by a second argument for God's existence in 

the V~ Meditation. Why are two arguments required, and why does the 

comparatively 11 trivial 0 discussion of the true and the false intervene? 



We will let these questions stand since our purposes here are more 

modest. 

The Problem: · ''Of tlie True and the False" 

13 

What is "true" has so far been the subject of the first three medita

tions. What is true is what i~ ratid~ally necessary and certain, what 

indeed canno~, in· thought, be . 6t~e~wise. The "realm" of this trut~ is · 
. ' . . 

the understanding of the "purely intelligible" ideas. The problem of 

the fourth Meditation is not "truth", but to give an ~.ccount of the 

false. And, according to · the distinction made in the thir~ meditation, 

this account is of ·~formal falsity," or the errors of . judgment. If 

ou:r; . senses are "deceived," how are~ in error, that is, in what sense 

are ~responsible ·for the mistake? This is . not ·an idle question, . and 

Descartes' conclusions, that err·or is, in itself nothing, and t_hat our 

faculties are not responsible for error, ihdlc~tes t~e direction in 

which we must look for the answer. Error is "formal," and li.es in the 

act of mind only insofar a·s we disregard · its material basis. This, 

however, anticipates our discussion. Fi~st, let us analyze a~d t~state 

the ~rguments of the fourth Meditation. 

* ' * . * * * * * * * * 

In this ~action we will avoid any initial discu~sion about Descartes~ 

view of God since we think that mar~ problems are raised · than solved 

by such a discussion. The l!Ird Meditation concludes that God, the 

creator of all things including man, cannot be a deceiver~· However, 
l •. . 

it is something to be considered ''with more care 11 (p. 1·71). This 

serves as the prelude fqr the discussion in the IV~ Meditation. 

para. 1, p. 171 - The very first distinction set up in the Medi.tat ion'"" 

following Descartes' usual syn~hetic appr~ach, is central to the ·sub

sequent discussion. This distinction, significantly, is between the · 

categories of ideas already implicit in th~ very fir•t Medi~ation. 

"Very feui thing" are known "with certainty respecting corporeal objects"" 

and "many more are known to us respecting . t .he human . mind, and· yet more ;._·· 
. ' 

still regarding God himself." For the sake of the subsequent d.'.tscus$ion 

he will not consider "sensible or imaginable objects," rather, he will 
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concern himself with those that are "purely intelligible" and which are 

''incomparably more distinct than the idea of any corporeal thing." Since 

his concern is with "formal falsity 0 in this Meditation, as we have 

noted, this distinction is justified. 

Reconsidering the fact that he is subject to doubt, which is, in effect, 

as euphemism for the fact that his senses occasionally deceive him, he 

finds that he is an "independent and complete being," and that the 

p. 172 idea of God, of a being complete and independent "presents itself 

to my mind" as so clear and distinct that he is certain that his own 

existence is, in every moment of his life, dependent "entirely on Him." 

God is, in this place, the "epitome" of certain knowledge, and, for that 

reason, the guarantor of all other certainty. This, of course, continues 

the discussion of the end of the II!rd Meditation, where the idea of 

God allows him to consider "other truths which may be derived from it" 

(p. 171). The idea of God is the road "to the knowledge of the other 

objects of the universs."(p.172) The fourth meditation in this light 

is the most obvious detour from that road, since if God is perfect he 

cannot deceive (para. 2) (deception being an imperfection), and further, 

men (para. 3) having been created by God, they have received their 

capacity for judgment from Him, and it follows from the fact that God 

is not a deceiver that the capacity for judgment will not "lead me to 

err if I use it aright." But if all this is true and correct, it 

.(para. 4) would seem to follow that men are never deceived. In one 

respect it does follow, namely, "when I think only of God," for then he 

sees "no cause of error, or falsity." Hot;Jever, he is deceived, as his 

experience shows him. He is "subject to an infinitude of errors." Now, 

reconsidering the initial distinction between ideas - on the one hand 

of certain ideas, e.g., of self as thinking thing, unextended, incor

poreal and not "in anything pertaining to body'' (para. 1), and on the 

other, t he ideas of "corporeal things , 11 we see that the pr esent di s

cussion is an adumbration of that distinction. The certain idea of God 

does ncit admit ·of error or falsity, but the ideas of experience, i.e., 

experience throught the senses, does find him "subjec~" to errors (We 

should note well the word used: "subject 0
). 
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To retu~n to the argument, we find the two categories of id~as charac

terized in a rather strange way. Qn .. the one :hand, there is the idea of 

"Supreme Being" and on the other 11 a certain negative id.ea . of nothing. u 

The latter idea . is, ··tif course, very difficult to unde~stand in itself 

but is meant to suggest the opposite · of the idea of God (an idea which 

we shall place in the cate·gory of rational necessity for the sake of 

. f~ture argument). Descartes is II in a sense something intermediate 

between God . and nought, i.e., between the Supreme Being and non-

being." further, "insofar as I am not myself the Supreme Being" and 

"particip~te • .•• in nought or non-being" he is "subject (p. 173) to 

an inf initudf;i of imperfections" and thus "ought not t'o be astonished" 

that he falls into error. This . idea is extremely sugge~tive. For one 

thing, an implica~ion of a kind of hierarchy of ideas is in it, With 

the highest rational necessity on one · side ~ • a co.mplet.e absence· of such 

· necessity on the other, and "imperfection" between. · This last middle 

realm of imperfectipr is where error occurs. Further, upon exa~ination 

two difficulties are formed in this idea ·which themselves are fertile. 

For one., since the idea of God is "implanted" in him, he cannot be said 

to b.e .strictly between . 11 Supl'i3me Being" arid "non-being." Rather, there 

:· is an element of the former in him as rational necessity. for another, 

the .idea of "~ negative idea of nothing" is troublesome. It is;. first 
. -

of all as we noted, hard to think of in itself. · Sebond it s~ggests what 

is furthest from rational necessity, or mind in its ' 0 purely intelligible" 

· aspect, namely, what does . not pertain to it at all; body. This last 

· idea is perhaps too extreme, . that is to connect non-be.~ng ui i th body. 

Nevertheless, the suggestion is here of a polarity between r a t i onal

necessity. on the one hand,. and., .accepting the "extreme" idea in part, 

natural necessity as body, on th-e .9ther. We shall have occasion to 

re-ex~min~ 'this idea. 

From h.is "intermediate., status · (cir inf~riority to God) he concludes that 

error .is not a real thing "but simply a 'defect" and that he falls into 

error "from the fact that the power given me by God • • • of distinguishing 

truth from error is not infinite." para. 5 - However, the above charac

terization has a flaw in that it might suggest th~t error, as a defect, 

is a "pure negation" which flaw Descartes wants . to correct. As a 
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defect, error is tta lack of some knowledge _which it seems I ought to 

possess." Descartes then proposes the difficulty that if God is the 

author of his faculties, then any faculty of his should be «perfect of 

its kind." Further, had God so willed, man would not be subject to 

error, and if God wills what is best 1 th.en "is it better that I should 

be subject to err ••• ?41 It is our opinion that the reconciliation of 

this difficulty is more important than its setting out. However, be

fore discussing the conclusion, l~t us examine the origin and intent 

of the statement of the problem. 

On the one hand our certain knowledge of God reveals His perfection, 

from which it necessarily follows that he cannot be a deceiver. Further 

He is the author of our being. But experience teaches us that we are 

deceived, and since God must will the best, it would seem better that 

we err. If we examine this problem in the light of the initial dis

tinction between the ideas, i.e., let "God" mean the "purely intelligible .. 

ideas, and deception the ideas of corporeal things, or appearances, then 

the conflict becomes an internal one among the faculties, namely the 

faculty of understanding, and what~ver faculty or faculties responsible 

for our ideas of corporeal things. (We admit that we are neglecting the 

problem of God.) Understood in this way, the reconciliation of the 

paradox (of how God wills the best and we are nevertheless deceived) is 

extremely interesting. 

para • . 6 The reconciliation, simply stated, is that a man's intelligence 

is "not capable of comprehending why God acts as He does." The terms 

of the paradox, as we have reformulated them, are rational necessity on 

the one side and the .appearances on the other. Now, because of the 

inability of man to understand the ends of God's actions, and because 

God is the creator of nature as we know it, "this reason suffices to 

convince me that the species of cause termed final finds no useful 

employment in physical (or natural) things" (emphasis added). This con

clusion is of course extraordinary and far-re~chihg. First, the tra

ditional view (of the scholastics from the ancients), that the form, 

that is, the appearance, of natural bodies is understood as an end in 

nature and represents what the thing is (in Aristotle, for example, 

as thought eternally by active intellec~), is utterly ~enied. It is, 
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of .course, not so important that Descarte~ here denies the traditional 

view, as it is that the status of the appearanc.es, the "ideas" we have 

of nature through the senses, is now such as to have no necessity in 

themselves. This, of course, is not a new revelation in the Meditations, 

sin6~ it seems the entire argument m~ght be founded upon the denial 

of any necessity in the appearances, and the location of all certainty 

i~ the understanding; this idea is clear enough in the example of the 

wax in the IInd Meditation. Rather, the i~plications of thi~ particular 

state~ent as regards error, are most important. We will try to draw 

th~m out as we crintinue the ~rgument. 

The argument then moves on to a direct consideration of the source of 

error, and finds that it re$ts "on a co~bination of two causes ••• on 

~he · faculty of knowledge that rests in mei and on the pow~r of choice 

or free will - th~t is to say, of the understanding and at" the same 

time of the will" (emphasis added). Before considering t~e argument in 

detail we will state the "mechanics" of error. 

First, error is not in the faculties themselves. Second, the will is 

"subject to no limits" while the understanding uis of very smail extent 

and extremely limited." Third, this "disjunction° of infinite will and 

finite understanding accounts for error in that the will is not kept 

within the bounds of the understanding. We will now return to a clo~er 

view of the argument and consider the following: The Will and Judgment; 

The Understanding; Judgment and Freedom. 

The Will and . Judgment 

In the first through third Meditations, error and judgment are quite 

cl·ose. ·: ;:In the first, judgment is suspended through the method of doubt. 

In t .he ·second ( p. 156) error is found ·in judg.rnent . . .. T_hus it is somewhat 

, puzzling when Descartes· asserts that error rests on the will and the 

· understanding. The ·question is, what has judgment to do with the will? 

First, as concerns the will, error is_ not found in it (since error is 

the lack of some knowledge we ought to have, and is thus nothing in 

itself but represents a defect). Second, it is free and is, (p. 175) 
. . , I 

apparently, synonomous with free choice. Third, it is, as we noted, 
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"so extended . as to be subJect to no limits·." For this faculty, when 

compared· with othe~ faculties 

"is • • • so great in me that I can conceive no other idea 
to be more great; it is indeed the case that •• , for the 
most part • • • will • • • causes me to know that in some 
manner I bear the image and · similitude of God." 

The will is a faculty of action; "the faculty of will consists alone in 

our having the power of choosing to do a thing or choosing not to do 

it (that is, to affirm or deny, to pursue or shun it)." This definition, 

which is immediately revised, makes it possible to understand judgment 

as, in part at least a characteristic act of will. However, there are 

certain difficulties concerned with the freedom of will and judgment 

which we will discuss in the proper place. The above definition of will 

is immediately revised to include the notion of freedom: 

it consists alone in the fact that jn order to affirm or deny, pursue 

or shun those things gl~ced before us by .the understanding (emphasis 

added), we act so that we are unconscious that any outside farce con-

strains us This freedom admits of degrees, the lowest degree 

being indifference. We will discuss the problem of freedom more fully 

in its place. We must keep in mind a question about the «infinite" 

character of the will: What are the infinitude of objects it may 

affirm, deny, pursue or shun? How do its objects differ from those of 

the understanding? 

The Understanding 

In light of our previous distinction between the ideas , the references 

to the understanding, and its relation to the will become most important. 

p. 174 - "For by the understanding alone I (neither assert nor deny 

anything, but) apprehend (percipio) the ideas of things as to which 

I can form a judgment." Further, as in the will; "no error is properly 

speaking found in it." The remaining characteristic of the understanding , 

its finiteness, is not explicitly delineated. That is, although we have 

asked what the infinitude of objects might be ' that the will acts upon, 

it is nevertheless plausible that the idea of 0 free choice" completely 

justifies the infinite extent of the will. But this same justifioation 
' . 

is lacking for the understanding. If we ask why the understanding 
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cannot be infinite. as .. well we ars fa.reed tb seek out Descartes' intent. 
. . 

It is riot ~09 ob~cure. Th~ exa~p1~:~f ~h~ · wax indicates ~~at the under

standtng ·is, as ·We have characterize~; it, the realm of rational necessity, 

the ideas ·-ot ·:which ·as nciear and dislinct" and· have the quality of "dis

creetness.-" · ·Tha.t .· is, .. it is possible . ,to isolate the ideas and thus 

enumerate them. This, of course, does not guarantee that there is a 

· f.lnite limit tci · t '.h'e·· possible number · of its ideas, as Descartes observes: 

"though th.ere is possible a~, infinitude of things in the 
world (fr which I ha.va no ict"a·a· ·in my understanding, . ·we . 
·cannot fo·r all that say that ,it is deprived of th~s~ 
ideas ••• but simply it does not possess these. ·., (p. 174) 

. • . • · 1:. 

· It is; further, as. t.he · vth _Medita.~ion, the realm of "innatE;J" .. ideas of. 

which we are able to discover "an infinitude of particulars-" (p. 179). 

Thus the f~nite.~~a~acter o~ the understanding has to do with the 
• ' . l ' . . . ' .. ' .. ,' ~ .. ' t • ' 

quality of its idea:s;·; . their necessity., 6",larity and .d.istinctness; and 

certainty: .. · .~··::': '-.: 

p • 175 ~ para. 9: II for S'ince .'I understa'nd nothing but the 
power which God has given me for understanding, 
the-re is no dol;Jbt that all I .unqerstand '· l 
understand as I ought and it is not possible 
that I err in this·.-" ·. (emphasis · ·added) 

It is crucial to .understand two things about the understanding: It 
" ";. 

doe~ _ not err, and i~s ideas have necessity, what we have ~alied rational 
· · 1 • · 

Judgment and Freedom 

Judgment, then is to be understood as the act of free will. But the 
... :. ; . 

will must· also he : understood·: as being free not to act' . i. e ~ , not to· 

judge. As we n~cited ~ ther-e ',are degrees of · freedom. The ·lowest degre-e 

is indifference· ~ ~~ 

p. 175, para.8: · ~ · : ~ . · . ' this indifference which I feel, whgh . I am 
not swayed .to. one side rather than the oth,e+ by 
lack of reason, is the lowest grade of liberty, 
a~.d : rather evinces a . lack or negation in kpowledge 
than a perfection -0f .. the will." 

. .. ; '. . . ~ .. ~ 

' . :·. :,, :'i I : .;. . .. 

On t~~ .~bther··. h~Nd ,,. ·t l¥'/e greate$t freadom is to be found wheh the under-

standing pla~es tki~·gs before the judgment: 
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" • • the more l lean to one" ( o·f two contraries n. b.) 
" - whether I recognize clearly that the reasons of the 
good and true are to be found in it, or whether God so 
disposes my inward thought. - the more freely do I choose 
and embrace it. And undoubtedly both divine grace and 
natural knowledge, far from diminishing my liberty, 
rather increase and strengthen it." (emphasis added) 

If the reader wonders what has happened to the conflict between freedom 

and determination here, it is not without good cause that he does so. 

It is clear that the greatest freedom of the will is in the direction of 

rational necessity. Indeed, the very possibility of judgment, as the 

act of affirming and denying, is questionable in the realm of the 

understanding. For ex~mple, the following passage in the V~ Meditation 

should be -noted: 

p. 180: 11 
••• I have already demonstrated that all I know 

clearly is true. And even though I had not demon
strated this, the . nature of my mind is such that I 
could not prevent myself from holding them to be true 
so long as I co nee ived them clearly." ( e.mphasis adde.d) 

If the greatest freedom is ·found in (rational) necessity, where is the 

least found? The question is much clearer, however, if we ask what 

the distinction is between the objects of the understanding and those 

of the will? It is the distinction between ideas, of course, the 

ideas which contain rational necessity, on the one hand, and those 

that are of corporeal objects as they appear to us through the senses. 

para. 9 - Error, then, is found neither in the understanding, the ideas 

of which are true, certain · and necessary, nor in the will, the ideas 

of which have no necessity. Error is nothing, it is a defect~ a kind 

of negation. It comes about by precipitous judgment, i.e., by our 

failure to "restrain'' the will within the bounds of the understanding. 

p. 176: "Errors - ~ •• come from the sole fact that since the will is 
much wider in its range and compass than the understanding, 
I do not restrain it within the same bounds, but extend it 
also to things which I do not understand: and as the will 
is of itself indifferent to these, it easily falls into 
error ••• " 

• 
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Formai falsity, since it is nothing, prope~l~ speaki8g, in ·itself, is a 

most_.$trange phenomenon. We must ·ask in what ~ay 'the decept~ons . ~r t~e 

senses might be r·elevant to formal falsity? Immediately the possibility 

is raised that sense deception is "material falsity." lmp.etus ·is given 

to this. ~rgument by asking aga,in how it is possible that error, as formal 

fal~i ty, ' is ·not · found in t ·he will itself'? What dcl'es ·. ~ ~ mean t _hat we 

affirm· or - d~riy something we do ~cit undei•tand? The answsr sugges~~ 

itself that we make a 'judgment about somet.hing which has no ground of 

certainty in ·it, i.e.,. no rational necessity, in short, an idea of cor

p6real nature as it appears to u~. We ~ill retu~n to ·this in the next 

section of the paper~ However~ Descartes giv~s. an example of the 

"operation-" : of error that is of g~eat im.portance as rega:~d·s · t'he above 

speculations. 

para. 10 - The exampl~ is central to the erideavor of the Meditations 

and occurs throughriut in various ways. He has two ideas of himself. 
. - . . . ~ . 

One is that by which · he is what he is:. ·u. • • when I la taiy examined 

· Whf!lthe~ anything existed in the war ld, and fou·nd • • • it folfowe.d 

that I myself .existed ••• " . This is .his idea of self as· thinking 

thing or essence. The id~a presented itself to his mlnd ~ith-~uch 

"great Clearness II that 11.there fOllOWed a great incll.natiOrl or" my Will; 

and I believed this with so much the greats~ freedom as I 

possessed the less indifference to it." · 

The other idea is of self as a "representation· of corporeal nature." 

tt • and it comes to pass that I ·doubt · ~hether this 
thinking n~ture which . is in ~e, or rather by which I 
am · what I am, differs from this corporeal · nature, . or 
wheth~r both ar~ not simply the same thin9" 

Wa mu~t conside~ the implication of this :question and its immediate 

consequences~ 

In our Introduction we noted Descartes' view that what underlies the 

. appearance of things 1s something umore simple and un.iversal, fl and 

the implications thereof con~idering natu~al objects as mathematical. 

The same distinctio·n lies· hidden in t~.e above . ~xample. · ·rhe ·· answer to 
. . 

his question· rnust involve ·the · pos-Sibility of bringing the a·p·p·earances 
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into the realm of rational necessity. We will discuss the problem as 

it ·evolves later in the VIlli Meditation. 

for the present, the immediate consequences of the example also can be 

found in the first Meditation: 

p. 145 and 148 bottom - tt reason already persuades me that I 
ought no less carefully to withhold my 
assent from matters which are not entirely 
certain and indubitable than from those 
which appear to me manifestly to be false. 

We might cbmpare this with the following in the IVili Meditation: 

p. 176, para. 11 : 11 
• • for, however . probable are the conjectures 

which render me disposed to form a judgment re
specting anything, the simple knowledge that I 
have that those are conjectures alone and not 
certain and indubitable reasons, suffices me 
••• to judge the contrary." 

p. 177, para. 12 - From this he concludes that "the light of nature 

teaches us that the knowledge of the understanding should always 

precede the determination of the will." The contrary is the "inverse 

of free will," and in that precipitous act is found the "privation" 

in which formal falsity, or error, consists. We might ask, by way of 

objection, why Descartes did not make further distinctions between the 

will and judgment, especially in the light of paragraph fourteen: 

11 
••• the will consists only of one signal element, 

and is, so to speak indivisible ••• its nature is 
such that nothing can be abstracted from it (without 
destroying it) . 0 

The will is a faculty of action and error is not found in it, but in 

., 

its act of judgment, which, if by paragraph fourteen we cannot abstract 

anything from will, seems a contradictory proposition. The answer to 

this objection is subtle: The act of judgment clearly, by the light of 

certainty, is deprived of the necessary vision of the understanding, 

except when it acts upon what the understanding presents to it, in which 

case it must affirm it. This "deprivation of visionc• (our metaphor), 

like freedom, contains degrees. The judgment may also be blind as in 

the example of the desire for food which is poisoned (p. 194). This 

blindness represents judgment when it is ·most subject to nature, just 
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as its perfect vision (the "perfection of~ will", · p. 175), its greate~t 

freedom occurs when it is least subject · to nature, when it is within · 

the bounds of the understanding, which has no dependence on body, i.e., 

on nature. Thus, the suspension of judgment in the face of uncertainty, 

is the suspension of act; which, as we shall see is the suspension of 

its "par.ticipation" in nature (understood as the "composite" feiculties 

of sensation)~ .This becomes at the clbse of the fourth M~ditation, t~~ · 
"principal perfection of man," that is, the "regulat.'ive 11 principle or 

"resolution never to form a judgment on anything wi tholit :·having a clear 

and distinct understanding of itu (p~ · .178), a principle which, in the 

first Meditation is the nmechanismu of methodological doubt. 

Descartes' argument and statement of the above principle occurs within 

a discussion that ret~r~s to : the ~~oblem of God. ~nd error. "• •• I 

must not c9mplain ttiat God concurs with me' in forming the acts of the 

will, that is the judgment in which I go astray, because the acts ate 

entirely good and true, inasmuch as they depend on God." In what sense 

the acts are "good and true" becomes clear in the v1th meditation. We 

will note here, however, that the basis on which . they are good and true 

has to do with the distinction between th~ .objects of the understanding 

and the objects of the will. This distinction evolves in the v1th medi

tation. W~ ~ill note here, however, that the basis.on Which they ~re 

good and true ·has to do with the distinction b~tween the objects of the 

understanding and the objects of the will. This distinction evolves 

in th~ VI~ m~~itat~o~ as the distinction between s~lf as mind, and self 

as compbslte ~ind and body, and ultimat~ly, the distinction of rational 

and natural necessity. The objects of will are "good and true" becaus~ 

of their source in the latter, but, as we shall see, cause a "material 

falsity" as well. 

The Imperfections of Man 

p. 177, para~ ·1i - It is an imperfection of man not to use what .is in 

his power, namely, t(f a.us.pend judgment. It is not an imper.faction of 

God that we fall into error. (as fo~mal falsity), .s· i~ce he could not 

have caused it, as : ~t is, in itself, nothing. But God could have 

created· .man so that he did riot err~ . for one thing' to have given. to 
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the existence of material ·things in a different light. The distinction 

there, between the realm of certainty and the realm of possible error, 

raised more troubling questions about the distinction between mind and 

body than the initial doubt of the first Meditation. Initially, the 

common experience that the senses deceive us occasionally was justif i

cation for doubt. Then, for the sake of certainty doubt was raised to 

radical doubt, the result of this was that there can be no certain 

knowledge intrinsic in the perceptions of sense, was implicit in the 

enunciation of the question of the fourth Meditation. But, remembering 

our remarks in the Introduction, the original methodological doubt did 

not deny a reasonable basis of belief, in short, did not deny the exis

tence of material thin§s. Thus the stated intent of the VI~ meditation, 

"to inquire whether material things exist," is misleading. There is 

no real question of his bodily existence. He is "made upn of hands, 

feet, flesh, etc. He is sitting before the fire. He is "real 0
• 

Rather, the question of the IV~ Meditation must become more complicated. 

for on the one hand we have rational necessity, which in itself must be 

the criterion fo~ all intelligibility and which, is independent of what 

.the senses bring us. But on the other hand, we have numerous other 

ideas, ideas which in the main come from, or are traceable to, sensation. 

There is no question of the existence of these ideas as ideas, but there 

is no rational necessity in them either. That is, although I judge the 

ideas to be of something "outside" of myself (and although I mayynot 

have ·any persuasive doubt that they are not)~ I cannot see any necessity 

in the judgment and hence no certainty in the idea itself, and ultimately, 

if the idea is my contact with nature, no necessary knowledge of nature. 

Nature is, as far as my ideas of it are concerned, unintelligible (since 

the intelligible is the necessary). Therefore our question must now 

become: How can the (undoubted) existence of nature be brought into the 

realm of rational necessity? More importantly, what end would this 

serve? The latter question we shall return to, since Descartes' view of 

nature and of man may find ground in it. The former question can, for 

the sake of a general discussion of the meditations, be re-stated again 

as: What is the necessary mode of our sensible perception of the exis

tence of nature? And this returns us to the "place" of the v1th Medita

tion. In the V~ Meditation (the proof of the Existence of God (p. 182) 

Descartes says: 
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11 
• • I cannot conceive anything but Grid himself to whose 

essence existence (necessarily} p.ertains;" 

and (p. 110) 

" ••• I recollect that even when I was still strongly 
~ttached to the · objects of sense, I counted as almost 
certain those truths which I conceived clearly as _ regards 
••• arithmefic and geometry, and, - in general, • 
pure and ab'stract mathematics;." 

and finally (p. 185) 

"And now that I know Him I hav.e the means of acquiring 

-;-· ... ; 

a perfect knowledge of an infinitude of things • • • of 
those wti ich ·pertain· to corporeal nature insofar as · it is the 
object of pure mathematics, (which have no concern .with 
w~ether it exists or not)." . 

The question of rational necessity and nature would . seem to have been 

answered by the fifth Meditation. If God is the paradigm and guarantor 

of all existence, then, insofaras 1· can consider natur~ as the object 

of pure mathematics, · the certainty of which has always ·been known to 

me and which is guaranteed by God, I can have knowledge - ·rational, 

necessary knowledge 

last clause; 

of corporeal nature. The 6~tch, however, is the 

"which have no 1Jon,ce11trr with whether it exists or not." 

Knowledge of corporeal nature that is in the realm of necessity by the 

nature of rational necessity, (which has, in itself no dependence on 

body) has no concern with whether nature exists or not. 

For the fact is, that even if corporeal nature can, through mathematics, 

be brought into the ·. ~ealm of rational necessity (leaving as id~ the . ... : 
. . [ . ~ 

great prob.lam of the basis of this correspondence) thi~ apparently . d~es 

not account for all the ideas of consciousness, but only for clea~ _ and 

distinct ideas. Consequently, the other ideas of consciousness, those 

without rational necessity, are not satisfactorily accounted for .in th~ r· 

V~ Meditation. Moreover, the IV~ Meditation raises the que~tion of the 

disparate ideas of consciousness by showing that there is no necessary 

correspondence between them and concluding that, in the absence of 

certainty, judgment on such matters mus~ be suspended. Now, this 

question is raised as an example (p. 176) for the sake of the major 

·: · ': 1 
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co~clu~~on of th, IV~ Meditation. But both . t~e example and the conclusion 

er·e of ~qual imp<?rtance, indeed, t,hsy comp~ement one another, since the 

example is, the parad igm~.tic example ,of all such conclusions. The idea 
. ;, . , . ' . ' .· . ' \. ;_, . ·. ·. 

of .Corporeal 'lat)re .exists in ~h.e . meeting. ground of body and mind. mind, 
~ ' ' ·• • • ' ' I ' ' • ' • • 

.ins.afar. as consciousn,ess. is of ideas, body, insofar as the ideas ~ 

to be of. bod.ies (he . has a "ce.rta~n representation of corporeal nature" 

p. 176). But the content of the ideas has no necessity that can be 

called ration~!, i.e~, tha~ meets the criterion of certainty in the 

understanding. But they ~. and the mode of their existence is, to say 

the lea~t, ~Ysterio~s • 

. ·,;Let us re-examine · b~iefly a statement in the beginning of ~ the IV~ 

Meditation: 

"I am • • • something between God and nought, i.e., placed 
in such a manner between the supreme being and non-being, 
that there is in truth nothing in me that can lead to error 
insofar .as ,a .. sqverign Being has formed me; but that, as I 
in some .. degrea parti6ipate iikewise in noght~ or in non
being •• ~ ! ~ ought riot to be astonished if I should fall 
into ,error."- (p. 172) ;: 

The idea of a supreme Being, like the ideas · of mathematics·, is innate: 

~s neither derived from the sen~es nor in.vented • . We are ·thus ·"endowed" 

. . . wi:'_t~h a faculty of certain knowledge. And insofar as God is the guarantor 

_of this c.ertainty ·(as in the vth Medita.tion) there can be no error 

within it. But he is ''between supreme Being and non-being." And to the 

extent that re "participat~s" in .non-being he is imperfect and falls 

.. into er.ror. Now, as we :.have noted, a.lJ~~ough he is 11 between God and 

, nought" as a con~cious be~ng he .is no.t ~trictly betr-~~' but shares or 

., .participates i~ . being as w~ll. Consciousn~ss is divided into two 

.realme as we pointed out in previous discussion. The realm that is 

properly "bet~een" .is the r~alm in whjch errpr and s~nse deception is 
. . ,• . . ;· ...... : ' 

po~sible~ Therefore we must ask ag~1~ what non-being _is, . and in what 
' . ' · ... ·· ' 

.way we "participatett in it. The an~wer now wo~ld .seem to be that we 

"participate" through ideas~ ideas in the realm of the sensible, ideas 

that are not clear and distinct, that is, ideas of nature as it is 

known through the senses. As we $hall see, in the VI~ Meditation this 

is the realm ·Of mari" ·considered as ucomposite" of mind and body. 
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The purpose of this rather long introduction is to discuss the "place" 

of the vrth Meditation. We have tried .to show that the intent: "to 

inquire whether material things exist," must be understood as an inquiry 

· into the faculties of sensation, i.e., those faculties, or that realm 

of consciousness which is not the "pure intellect," rather the realm 

where man is subject to falsity, both formal and material. 

The Form of the Sixth Meditation 

We have divided the sixth Meditation into three parts. The first, 

through paragraph five, (p. 187), the second, through paragraph 11, 

(p. 191), the third, which is itself divided into three parts, includeg 

the remainder of the Meditation. 

Part I 

p. 185, para. 1 - The distinction developed in our Introduction to 

this Meditation is noted initially, i.e., "that God possesses the power 

to produce everything that I am capable of perceiving with distinct

ness." God is guarantor of certainty, and existence insofar as nature 

is the object of pure mathematics. The imagination is then considered 

in relation to existence as initially defined. Since imagination is 

"a certain application of the faculty of knowledge to the body which is 

immediately present to it" that "body" must therefore exist. 

p. 135, para. 2 - The distinction between imagination and "pure intel

lection1' is then discussed. Two ideas emerge from the discussion. 

Although the imagination can "image" the objects of geometry, its 

capacity to do so is limited. What the understanding "sees," without 

effort, the imagination, if the idea is not too complicated (in which 

case it becomes confused) can "image" part by part (e.g., a pentagon). 

This leads him to conclude that the imagination requires ~a particular 

effort of mind in order to effect the act of imagination, such as I do 

not require in order to understand." Imagination and will are alike in 

respect of action. 

p. 185, para.3 - Further, the faculty of imagination is not a 11 necessary 
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element in .~~ . ~l'latu~e, " · because it is different from the undera.tanding, 

whfoh is ·nec~s.sary and it' ''depends on something . which differs fr·om me." 

Ndw, what follows , this is mos't important. Descartes' remarks become 

subjuncti~e · ·in mood ... when a · further .. 'distincti.on .between ·"pure intellection" 
. . . . . 

and imagination is considered. ' lf trie · imagination depends on something 
,. · · ,· . . :. ' . 

differeri't . from me "it may be that by this means . it can imagine corporeal 

objects." Imagination and · ·intellection th.en differ .in that the former 

"turns towards the body" ·while the ''mind in .its intellectual activity. ·. • 

turns on tit.self ·and considers some. of the id~as which it' possesses in 

. itself." ~ow, the ima~ination ~hen it turns towards body "thera beholds 

·in it som~th~ng confo~mable to the . ids~ which it · ha~ either conceived 

of itself o~ perceived by the s~~~es."· But ~t is (p. 187) clear 

that · imagination is ... this way orily if body exists. . ·He ·can only say 

"with p·robabili~y" U:i.at body exists. 

,para. 4 - But in turn3=,ng toward b.ody, . the · imagination also has .. less 

distinct ideas" i.e. , of various sensations ( e .• g. "colors, ·soun.ds, 

scents, pain"). The.s.e .ideas "hetve to come to the imagination "through 

the · senses, an~ · by memor.y." Therefore it is necessary to 11 investigate 

; the nature · of sense perception" which ·j_5 a (para. 5 ) .. "mode of thought, 

which I call · feeling~ 11 
. To this end he will follow a · program of inves-

tigation w~ich is a~ .follows: 

a. Of "thosl;:) . matters" which I hitherto held to be · true having 

·. perceived them through the senses (i.e., his former 

opinions) and the foundations on which my belief has rested. 11 

b. Of his' reas·Of'S for doubting (a.) 

c. And "which of . them I must now believe." 

Part II 

para. ·6 - The above .program is . clos~ly follo~ed in the succeeding three 
'. 

paragraphs . first he crinsiders ~th~ matters which I hitherto he l d t o 

be true.':' .These :were the following: That he is ~ .body and made up of. 

parts (head, hands, feet, .etc.), that he- i~ among other bodies which 

affected him iri various ways and · th~t~ thereforep he felt p~in and 

plea~ure as well .as appe~ites .(hunger, thirst, ·ate.) and passions (joy, 

sadness, ~nger, etc.). Outside of himself he ·experienced figure, extension, 
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and motion of bodies as well as other "qualitiesu (hardness, heat, 

light,color, scents, sounds, etc.). These "outside" experiences in 

effect constituted a principle of (p. 188) "otherness," by which he 

was able to distinguish among bodies. On this basis he believed himself 

"to perceive objects quite different from my thought. u Further, the 

objects were experienced without his consent. Because these ideas were 

"more lively • • • clear • • • more distinct than any of those which I 

could frame in meditation" they did not Qriginate in his mind but from 

"some other things." He was persuaded that all his ideas proceeded from 

sensation, and that his body was uniquely his, from which he could not 

be s~parated. But he could not account for the consequences of the 

actions of body on him (why sadness follows pain, "dryness of throat a 

desire to drink," etc.). He reasoned that "nature had taught ma so." 

Further he considered that "all the other judgments • • • regarding the 

objects of my senses" (p. 189) had also been "learned from nature." This 

distinction between "teachings of nature" and "light of nature" should 

be recalled: (see IIIrd meditation, p. 160). 

p. 189, para. 7 - But these beliefs came to be . doubted by other experiences, 

notably that his senses deceived him and that his judgments based on 

external sense were in error. Also those based on internal sense, as 

in the pain an amputee might feel in his missing limb. In addition to 

this the distinction between waking and sleeping casts doubt on whether 

his ideas of sensations proceeded from external objects. Further, it 

was entirely plausible, since he was in ignorance of God, that he was 

dece i ved in everything. from this he concl uded that he «did no t be lieve 

that I should trust much to the teachings of nature." And even if the 

sensations were involuntary · that was yet no reason "to conclude that 

they proceeded from things different from myself." 

para. 8 - However, having discovered 1'more clear 1 y the author of my 

being" it seems that he should suspend his judgment and neither "rashly 

admit"' what the senses teach us, nor "doubt them all universally." 

p. 190, para. 9 - Now the argument that follows in the succeeding two 

paragraphs is crucial but rather elaborate. Hence we shall attempt to 

make it clear by dividing it into its elements. This is especially 
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important in pa.ragra.ph · 10, where the argument . . r~sts ,· ·in part on arguments . · .. · . . . 

· : .fro·m th'e I II rd M~d,i t~~ion, which ·a·rguments, in turn, are couched in 

· scholastic terms. Now Descartes' use of such terms has been treated as 

a subject in itself (e.g., Gilson.! 11 Etudes Sur ·le Rois De La Pensee 
. . 

Medievals Dans · La· For'ma'tions Du SysUme Cartesian" Librarie Philosophique 

J. Vrin, Paris 195·1)-'and ther~~ore .we must try · to separate the intent of 

these terms ·within ·the '·cfontext of the present argument from the formal 

usage as Dascarte$ ~n~~~~too~ it. first, however, the ground of the 

argument is establish~d ·in par~graph 9. 

Par~Qt~ph 9 begins the consideration of part (c) of the above mentioned 

.· progtam. First, he may be certain that the fact that he perceives things 

as different suffices to assure him that they ~ different, since "they 

. may be made to exist in ·· separation at least by the omnipotence of God" 

and further, that __ ~od _ is the guarantor of his clear and distinct ideas. 

But the fact th~t the separation may now be said to "compelfl his judg

ment does not revea_l "by what · power this separa.tion is made." That is, 

certainty only pertains to :his 'judgment in _ this · matter, and therefore, 

t•I rightly conclud~ that my essence ~onsists solely in the fact that I 

am thinking thing." Further, teconsidering the beginning of the argument 

~herein he has both a necessary · idea of himself as a thinking thing and 

"a distinct idea of body, inasmuch as it is only an extended and unthinking 

_thing," he is forced to the conclusion that his thinking essence, or 

soul "is entirely and absolutely distinct from my body, and he can exist 

without it." That is, self as thinking thing is a necessary idea; but 

-to ·think body_ is not to :think it necessarily, . since self as thinking thing 

.may always. be thought apart from the idea of body. Both ideas ·exist, but 

.<. dnly one has essence to which existence necessarily pertains. : It is to 

be remembered that this definition, which we have drawn ou.t, is ·Descartes' 

definition of God (p. 182), that is of supreme Being. 

··para. 10 - Before considering the arguments in the next paragraph, there 

· fs a small but important matter of translation to be cleared up • . . (p. 190-
· .. 

. ;' .:·191) In the Dover edition the first s.entence reads " ••. faculties of 

imagination and feeling" whereas the .Latin edit.ion reads "facultates 

imaginandi and sentiendi. 11 Similarly, in the Dover edition, top of page 

.. .. 191~"-' ilih~re . it reads "passive faculty of perception" the Latin reads 
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"passive , •• facultas sentiendi." The Frsrmh translation (by the Due 

de luynes) correctly uses sentir in both places. We will use sensation 

for clarity and consistency. Where useful, the Latin and French text 

will be referred to. 

We may organize the argument in the 10th paragraph around the "faculties" 

which Descartes enumerates. They are as follows: 

a. Of imagination and sensation. From the preceding paragraph 

we may understand these faculties, that is the ideas they 

produce, as unnecessary on the one hand ("without which I 

can • • • conceive myself • • • as a complete . being") but 

which, on the other, "cannot be ••• conceived apart from 

me. n 

b. Of "change of position"('ichanger de lieu," "locum mutandi") 

and "assumption of different figures" ("se mettre en plusiers 

postures," 11 varias figuras induendi 11
). What is meant here 

is the faculty of locomotion, of bodily motion. 

c. Of "a certain passive faculty" of sensation, which receives 

and recognizes uthe ideas of sensible things," but which 

"would be useless to me" if there were not. 

d. An ttactiue faculty capable of forming and producing these 

ideas." This faculty "cannot exist in me (inasmuch as I 

am a thing that thinks) seeing that it does not presuppose 

thought ... 

Before considering the relation of these faculties, let us consider 

Descartes' schoiastic terms (which clarify the relation of the faculties.) 

Substance: (a') '.'Intelligent substance" (substantia intelligente) . 

In reference to (a.) the faculties of imagination and sensation, since 

they "cannot be conceived apart from me" they must "reside" in an in

telligent substance . That is, since he is a 11 substance whose whole 

essence • is to think," all fa cul ties of ideas must be in him con

sidered as in intelligent substance. This is to disregard the problem 

of qihether Descartes has a precise notion of substance. "Thing" (res) 

and "substance" are equivalent terms, regardless of what a "thing" is. 

(b') "Corporeal or extended substance" (substantiae corporeae) 
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This raters · to (b.) the facu~~y of locqmotion, of the movement of self 

as body. · As a "thing" body .. :is . cha;r .act~r ized by "extension" chiefly. 

The "faculty" which is·, ·in.volvad cannot be that o.f thought, · To think 

(clearly and distinctly). body is to think "some sort of extension 

but no· intelleetion ·a .t all." Substnace is here too equival.ent to "thing," 

but now understood as exte.nded thing. Intelligent substance· means 

thinking · (or unextended) thing (which, of course, is clearly presented 

· earlier in the Meditations, e.g., ~· 165) and corpbteal substance means 

exteAd~d thing (also found earl~er). Corporeal or extend~d substance 

is also relevant to (d.) the "active faculty". ·This "faculty,. which, if 

it is to produce the "~deas c;>f sensible things" perceived by the "Passive 

facu1ty of sensation,-" must be external ("different from m·a") and, since 

it "does not preSUPP0.S8 thought' II must be Corporeal SUbStanCS' Or ex

tended thing, or body. (Or "God himself" for that matter.) 

Formal and Objective Reality: 

·w• will not ~oncern oursel6es with a discussion of . these terms other than 

to nrite that they arise in the III~d Meditation (p~ 16~) · in the context 

of an argument . similar to the present (i~deed, Descartes quotes himself 

here), and, further, that "formal" and ;'actual," ·and "objective" and 

"r:epresentation11 seem to be equivalent. "Formal" refers. to a thing as 

it is (in its · "form·;u · it seems) artd .'·'object.ive 11 to the thing as idea. 

Considering the t.a·r ·ms in their context, as relevant to (d.) the active 

faculty, we may understand the author's intent as to establish that the 

cause of the ideas (which have 11·objective reali:ty") is in the bodies 

.(corporeal substance in which the :faculty resides), which are "real" im, 

themselves and which ~•reality" is represented in. the ideas. That is, 

this is a periphrastic statement of an assum~d correspondeQce between 

,,. material nature, or ·extended things, ~nd rni~d ~s i~eas (thinking thing.) 

We say "assumed" because of the equ,ivo.cal use of the term "reality." 

On the side of rational necessity, the . "r.eal" i~ the certain, necessary 

clear and distln'ct idea' and . is necessarily "absolutely distinct from 

body" ( p~eced.ing paragraph). · That is, if" the idea of body is not 

rationally necessary (al thtlugh it oa.rt :be . clea~ and disti.nct, too,) but 

exists (and exists necessarily . in·:,,~he . sens~ - [~h.~t he cannot prevent the 

idea: they occur without his will) then it does not seem "real" in the 
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cause or result in id_eas (al.though it. is not primarily responsible for 

thefrn). - Both faculties (a)' and (c) are j,n the _ category of "intelligent 
. . . 

··substance", and for ·that reason cannot be though-t apart from self. 

On the other hand, faculties (b) and (d) are in the category of ex~ 

tended ·substance. . In ·addition, both are 11 active 11
. and represent action · 

in nature. They are faculties of body, faculty (b) regarding self as 

body, and (d) regardin~ bodies other . than · self. 

We will now consider the conclusion Descartes draws from this paragraph. 

Simply stated: · . • We ·must allow that corporeal th~ngs exist .• 0 How-

ever, it ~s - th~ qualification of this .conclusion that deserves our 

close attention: "However, they are perhaps not e~actly · what we · per

ceive b'y the · serises • · ·• • as . external objects." 

The origins of the· ·conclusion·, "that corporeal things exist" can. be . de- -

rived from t8e conclusioh of paragraph 9 (that body is distinct fr~m 

soul) . ?ind _the beginning of paragraph 1 O: "I • • • find in myself . 

facu.l- ties e.mploy ing modes of thinking peculiar to themselves." . To .th_i _s . 

must ~e acid~ _d· the idea {stated in IIIrd Meditati?n, p. 159) that the_ -

ideas of corporeal objects~ althdugh they do not necessarily in them- , 

selves_ permit us to . judge that the things of which they are ideas ~xi~t, 

neverthe~ess have an unquestioned existence as ideas. Thus the faculti~s 

which pro~uce ·.them as · faculties of ideas, cannot be thought apart from 

self as thinking .1:;.hing. · If we consider the (10th) paragraph dialecticaU.y, 

the author next C-onsiders self as body alone by considering what he 

already . knows_ from . ex per ienc'e, that is, he has power ("faculty") of 

bodily m~vement • . From self as acting b6dy he moves to a conside~~~ion 

of self as body ,acted upon, · implicitly connecting the notion wi~h the 

notion, that he knows he is "acted upon" by m_eans of ~ensation. fi~ally, . 

in conside_r ing . the "active faculty" he "discovers" that to be "act_ep __ 

upon" something must _ a~t. 

But it is also clear that these senses deceive us, and ' ~i~ce God is not 

a de6~iver, He "does not communicate these ideas : to me im~ediately 0 but 

by corporeal c:>bjects, whioh we perceive in an 11 obscure ·and ·confused," 

way. 
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But these th ., which1 .a.tetMcoaceived in the seo:;>es : and is.-;.·:_: 

" i. e 11 are in the ob of pure must 

as external ob 11 

Are we here any closer to answer the in the medita-

tion? The answer must be equivocal. It is affirmative if we consider 

the faculties involved. That is since the faculties which one has 

an idea of self as cannot be from self as th 

th But, on the other hand, the answer is if we consider 

the of in itself There is no rational in 

the idea we consider it as the ob of pure mathematics. 

We must we the conclusion of the against its 

; Whether or not the 10ili the existence 

their existence of ob , we can re , to ---
is not a persuasive that do not in fact exist 

, universal doubt is a demand intellect upon for 

the sake of The method did not seek to the fact of all 

experience as such, and a proof" such as the 101111 

is not meant to "restore to us the of common 

ence. To that we are without senses, without , etc., it not 

to say that do not exist. It is not that material th that 

a of existence, rather it is a ion of we 

perceive them.. If on the one hand, our perce is nobscure and 

confused, but, on the other hand the possib of 

we are forced to reconsider our faculties of sense and to see 

whether it is for them to br us certain of nature 

The conclusion, that soul is distinct from , and that the ideas of 

have no necess , denies that the senses as such can 

br us certain, indisputable This, in turn, forces a 

reconsideration of the way nature itself must exist, if it 

is not necessar in the way our senses tell us it exists. It is 

necessary, then, to seek for a common ground for rational necess , and 

of the of the senses to the end that a secure knowledge of 

nature may be (since the senses, to reiterate, the criterion 

of certa within us, cannot us certain ). The last 

sentence of the asserts but does not demonstrate that whatever 
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in· the .senses may _ be "comprehended" . as a pure mathematical foJim, car:i be 

brought Jn.to . _the · real~ of rational · n_eces~ i ty, tha~ . is,·· a necessary. "ex-
.. .. ·~ . . -

~er~al obj~ct" i~ the way .that such objects necessarily (insofar as it 

is possible for us to know) must -· ,exis.t. 

To recapituiate ~~iefly: the statement, i~ the llnd Meditation, of th~ 

definition at a thinkin~ thing, listed . ~s ·faculties those of imagination 

and ... "feelinQ," but, we· noted in our Introduction, left their situation'·· 

as regar~s body so~~what . amb~guous. In th~ fou~th . Meditation, ~ - dis- ; 

tinction between our · ids.as as perceptions from sense, and . thos~ of the 
,. 

under~ta~ding, was seen ras underly~ng the problem of error. This · dis-

tinction was . given its most emphatic enunciation in the question of 

whether th~ :idea . of self as .thinking thing, ~nd the idea of s~lf as 

"corporeal representatia.n" could n~cessar.ily be understood as one thing, 

"or . -~-~ether · both are . ·not .simply . the same thing... Further, this dis

tinction we ·may · now ··understand as a develoi:frnent of the original am-..;. · 

bigu?us statu~ ~f the faculties of ·sensatioM though the implicit question 

ra~se~ there as td the differences b~t~ean the under~tandi~g and the 
. . . : ·: " _; r: . 

.. . ·will,_ the lat tar unde·rstood as a faculty ·of action, _ which action· must, 

in effect, be suspended to . avoid error. . In ·the beginning. of the vrth 
Meditation, the distinction as regards the faculties ~·comes expiicit 

in the discussion of the differences betwe~n unders~anding, or "pure 

intellection,u and imagination. The latter is seen as "turning toward 

bod'y" af1d thus .d_epending "on something which differs from me, '1 while the 

former ~ ~urns on itself, and considers some of the ideas which it 

·. possesses. in itself" (emphasis added). This discussion, in turn, leads 

to an ex.amina.tion "of "sens~ perception'" which recapitulates the argu

ments about (a) his former opinioos whi~h rested on nature ~s it appeared 

to him, (b) the origin of doubt in errors of judgment concerning the 

external senses, and finally, (c) what he can know with certainty. This 

·~ l~~t a~gument is mos~ important to us. In ~ppearance it is merely a 
. : ~~. - . . 

restatement· of the cogi to: "I am a th inking tti ing (or a substance whose 

whofa""essence qr:. nature is to ·think)." He concludes that his . idea of 

self ' a~: thinking thing, is "entl.rely and ·abso.lutaly distinct "from my 

body." As a c·onclusion it is merely an echo of the !Ind Meditation. 
. . ,. . . . 

But, unlike the !Ind Medita~idn~ · a defin~tion of whaf a thinking thing 
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is, is not 

modes of th 

Rather, he finds in himself faculties 

iar to themselves • • • tion and 

The amb status of these modes of th is now 

the one hand are not necessary to his idea of self as a 

be 11 but on the other 11 be conceived apart from me .. 11 This 

leads to the discussion we have outlined to this 

which consists in faculties of and mind .. 

The conclusion, and its 
' 

that cor 

exist, but that are 11 not what we perceive the senses, 

in effect sets the ideas of sensation from those of the understand 

The conclusion, we have tried to show, is no conclusion at all, since 

the in the existence of th was not, the or 

terms of doubt in the first Meditation, Rather, we maintain 

the of the conclusion restates what is im-

the of the wax, that nature is to be understood as 

the of is the of an at to ac-

count for the ideas of sensation, i.e., the appearances, in terms of 

the rational of the understand As a consequence, the 

distinction between mind and 

within mind itself, and the 

, becomes in 

of the 

, a distinction 

self as a composite be 

will be discussed later. 

of mind and The 

of 

of this 

sections .. 1 of section III, concerns 

the teach of nature .. Part B, from 16 18, deals 

with the of nature ... 15 we consider a transition 

between the first two sections c is from 19 to the 

end, and with the basis of error .. 

11 

Descartes to an examination of sensation as s such as 

are, is, 

truth in the teach 

as obscure and confused. There must be some 

of nature, since God is not a deceiver on the 

one hand, and man has the in himself (from the Med 
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of cO'rrecd.ng hia···afrors. He now defines ·nature as either "God H.imself 

or the · order and disposition which God has established in create.d things." 

His· ·own nature is "the ·camplexus ·of all things which God has given : me ,. u 

. ··., .. . . ~ ' . 

para. 12 - ·The most . important teachiMg of nature is that ~ he ~~'a ~~dy . 
. . ' } . :·:. . . . . :· 

whi.ch undoubted:J,y experiences pain~ hunger, thirst, etc. ·' "nor can I 

doubt there being s9me truth . in thi$. "· 

para. 13 - from these teachings of nature he concludes . that ' he (as 
' ' 

thinking thing) is "intermingled 11 with body: ''I seem to compose witti 

it one whole." The sensation of pain, etc. have a two.fo:ld nature; the·y 
... 

are both signs and "real" experiences, they are 
: 

pr'oduced by confused modes of thought which are 

"none . other . than certain 

~~e ~nion and appateni 

inter~ingling of .mind and body." For a wound is not perceived by the 

under~tanding . only' but the p'ai'n is "felt" as well. 
. r.F 

(The 'idea ·of self as composed ·of mind and · body is extremely .difficult . . 

to 'reconcile in the Cartesian scheme, since· it requires the intermingling 

of two ap·parently different "things" - extended,. corporeal, things, and 

unextended · "intelligent substance, 0 i.e., thinking thing. However, the 

idea of composite self may be thought of as ·a- physical model, i.e., a 

model of body as a · metwork of nerves or faculties of sensation. This 

do~s nof recciMcile the tiltimat~ ·~iffic8lty of the necessary distinction 

between ideas and bodies that act, but merely prov ides a ·scheme fo.r . the 

succeeding ~iscussion.) 

para. · 14 .:. Nature teaches him as well that "many other bodies exist 

around mine" and that he pursues ·or shuns them. The particular sensa~ 

tions of these bodies themselves have "certain variations · which answer" 

ta · his sensati6n~~ (But, to labour · ~ point, there is not ·rational · 

necessity to establish this.) Ne·ve·rtheless, :, .. ·u . 

. : r . ; , -. : . 

tt it is quife certain that my body (or ~athi~ - ~Ys~lf •• 
inasmuch as I am formed · of body· and sou'l} may rec'fHve 
different impr~ssions agreeable and disag~~eabJe from 
other bodies which sur.round it." · · · . -· ·.· .' ' .. · ' 

-: • .. ~ r, 

p • . 193, pa.ra. 15 - But,:; re.flecUng on . what na,ture _ h~.~ ta!Jght . him, _he
1 . . . : ' . ~. . ' .. : . , '· .. · . . 

finds that s·.om~ 11 teachings" .have not re!aJ,lY cpme from nature. .~ath'3f_, 
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"have been about inconsiderate 

of "inconsiderate 11 are as follows: That where 

noth affects the senses there is a void; "That in a which is 

warm there is similar to the idea of heat which is 

in me,u etc. This leads him to re-define (or refine the definition of) 

nature.. No is nature "the sum of all me God," 

because it is necessary to exclude mind, (that is, we assert in-

tellection") since it has him ideas which are known a rational 

, i.e , known "the light of nature the he of 

) .. An of the of natureu is the idea "that what has 

once been done cannot ever be undone. Further, the mind can know 

"mat.tars which to but which are "no here 

contained under the name of nature,u e .. g., we 

those other of which can be known as the ob 

mathematics Nature then is now those 

of pure 

God to me as 

of mind and , " and the of nature so re-

ars true in to th of self considered as mind and 

i .. e .. , those flconfused modes of ,"e.g., to seek the 

and shun the , etc. However, conclusions about outside 

us" cannot, in this view of nature, be reached "without 

hav examined those beforehand " The word here is 
0 beforehand." Sensation must be informed mind if it is to know any-

with II outside us." 

This distinction here between internal and external can now be understood 

as between self as composite and nature as 

there seems to be a h 

·~~·~w·~=, until it acts upon us, and then within us, 

itself 

is to 

"confused and obscure ideas. 11 This constitutes our ~-'--~~~of nature, 

Le., the 0 teach of nature." Above this is mind itself Le., the 

mind itself that 

matics, and this can 

in itself without 

is made intell 

to 

as the ob of pure mathe-

the medium of sensation. But 

not the medium of sensation as , which must be confused and 

obscure, but the medium of sensation considered as the ob of 

, i.e., the distinct idea of as , extension, 
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etc. How this happens ·is quite mysterious and seems to have to do with 

the imagination in its ·:dual capacity: of · " imaging•.• the mathematical forms, 

however imperfectly, and turning toward body. This is not our immf.3diate 

concern. Also, it shtiuld b~ noted that although \this ·scheme seems to 

represent a hierarchy, it cannot Tepresent an ascent: experience itself 

is imperfect and must be informed by mind. There .can be no continuity 

between mere experience·and the : re~lm of innate ·ideas. - imagination and 

sensation are not necessary to the conception of self as thinking sub

stance. 

B. The Decieptioh~ of Nature - p. 194, para. ·15 - The author now con

sideri the . teaching of nature more ·· closely. Although our senses de

cei\Je about external objects, and -therefore "falsity enters into: .t.he 

judgments I make, 11 it' seems that his- internal senses, i.e., the·· 

teachings of nat~re which he regarded as true, also d~ceive~ For . ~x

ample, we desire food that is in fact poisoned. But there is a better 

(para. 17)- example in "those who when they are sick desire to drink 

or eat things harmful to them-." The body is like a machine, tha·t obeys 
0 the laws of nature" even when "badly made." This analogy brings him 

to conclude that the inner deceptions are "natural" to it. That is, 

thirst is a natural, and in the analogy, naturally necessary sensation, 

even when, because of other factors, (e.g., ill health' i it is hershful 

to drink. But if health is good and an end to ~hich the body ~~i · been 

made, then this "natural" desire does riot "follow the order of nature." 

But, the author claims~ the distinction -equivocates ~bout the word 

"natur.e." The former example, the analogy of man and machine, is 

"purely verbal characterization" and hence "extrinsic. 0 The latter, 

however, is ttsomething which is truly found in ·thirigs.u · Therefore 

what is "naturally necessary" without regard for the good of the whole, 

. is not ., therefore, natural .in "the order .of nature. 11 As a "composite 

whole " the (p. 195, para. 18) order of nature would seem to mean the 

continued existence of the thing, and therefore "it is a real error of 

nature~ tor ·it ··to desire something harmful to it. 
f : 

Now running throughout this section there. has bean an argument we have 

.largely ignored, _that is, of the goodness of Go~~ If God. is good, then . . . . '.. ' , , ' . ' 
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we must ask how it is possible to be deceived. The apparent answer is 

that God has left it within our power to correct ourselves. But the 

question returns more intensely, when we consider that our natural 

faculties, in themselves, when functioning as they should (we have 

thirst, etc.) do not act for our good. This, says Descartes, is a 

"real error of nature, 11 and, compared to the error in judgment that we 

fall into, seems beyond our ability to correct. The former category 

(of error) can be corrected insofar as self is considered as mind. But 

the latter category, of self as composite of mind and body, of "con

fused modes of thought" seems to be enslaved to a blind but necessary 

nature. For, although Descartes claims that the comparison of body 

and machine is a "verbal characterization," nevertheless it is clear 

(and becomes clearer in the succeeding section) that this, too, is 

nature. We will return to these arguments (the Goodness of God and 

natural necessity) in the concluding section of the papLt • . 

At the end of the 19th paragraph, Descartes says ". • • it still re ma ins 

to inquire how the goodness of God does not prevent the nature of man 

so regarded (as a composite whole n. b.) from being fallacious. 

C. The Natural Imperfection of man - This last section, with its 

strange emphasis on the mechanics of sensation, seems quite puzzling. 

For one thing, it is simply an anticlimax. The reader, burrowing 

through these often devious meditations, with good will and serious in

tent, finds that, in effect, these metaphysical roots have grown up into 

the trunk of physics, and now finding himself suddenly above grou nd, he 

is not blinded by the light, but rather sees clearly a scene he can 

never have before exper ienc'ed, and in fact, which he perhaps cannot 

·"experience. u 

We shall ask why the concluding pages are this way, but shall hold the 

question until we have examined them. 

p. 196, para. 19 - Man as composite of mind and body, the goodness of 

God notwithstanding, is 0 fallacious. 11 Descartes begins his inquiry into 

the sources of these failings by considering, again, the distinctions 

between mind and body. Mind is "entirely indivisible" and body "is by 
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·nature always divisible~" As: a ·thinking .. ~~ing b~ is one. · As a tomposite 

.of mind and body 1 however, if he were to lose· a· part of body his mind 

would not be diminished thereby. As corporeaL· cibject h~ is divisible, 

" for there · is not one of .these .which my mind cannot easily 

·divide into parts .• " "· Ih addition ·"the mind does nbt (para. 20) receive 

the impressions from all ·parts of the body immediatsly, but only from 

· the brain, or perhaps even . from one of its, smallest parts · .. · • • " ahd 

this part, "whenever it is ~isposed in the s~~e particulat ~ay (~mphasis 

added) conveys the same thing to the mind~" To this "·innumerable ex-

. perimsats" testify. 

This paragraph is important in that it begins to est~bli.sh . a mechanical 

basis for the. ~passive faculty" .of sensation. To demo~strate the idea, 

the succeeding paragraph uses a mechanical model. The fact that mind 

and body are "intermin~led" mak.es it . necessary tq consider car_ef.ully the 

basis of this model. First it should be remamb .. ~red that .mind ·is dis

tinct from body, i.e., body is not thought necessarily_ wh~~eas mind is. 

Second, the ... intermingling" of mind and body, .. or the composi.t_e~; · refers, 

we argue, to the faculties of sensation which both act and are acted 

~ upon. Therefore . the limits of the mechanic~! model, seem nece~sa~ily 

· to be determined. That is, when qonsidering the brain in its '"smallest 

. parts"· (later to be called "inmost") we · are necessarily dealing with 

body which "conveys the same thing to mind." The realm of idea appears 

to remain distinct from the motions which produce it. (That this is so 

follows from the major di'stinctions previously made.) 

para. 21 - Turning to body, then, the author discusses movement. The 

· analogy of the cord, which serves · as a model for the nerves, is also an 

· a.nalogy and_ ·model for efficient causality. In the IIIrd Meditation he 

argued that .. " ~ • it is ~anifest by the natural . light that there must 

. at least be as · much reality in the efficient and total cause as in··1ts 

· effect. for • • ,; whence can the effect · derive its reality, if not:· 

. from cause?" ( p. 162) Returning to the above mechanical mode.l, in · 

light bf this understanding of caus~lity, we can begin to · speak in a 

particular way ._: about · natural necessity · • . In terms of the model before 

us, of the motion· of the action of body·: on nerve, and also in tho sue-

. ceeding paragraph, of the models of th~ action at its tetminu~~ · ilih~t 
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happens, happens necessarily. As in the previous analogy of man and 

machine (p. 195), the badly made machine "no less exactly observes the 

laws of nature.u (And it should be noted, the laws of nature implicit 

as that idea is in the work, is nevertheless mentioned explicitly only 

here, at the end of the treatise, in a discussion of body and motion.) 

The realm of body is the realm of natural necessity. Returning, however, 

to the model of the nerve, the important conclusion is as follows: "If 

we pull the last part that the first part • • • will not be moved in any 

way very differently from what would be the case if one of the inter-

vening parts ••• (p. 197) were pulled, and the last part • were to 

remain unmoved." And since the nerves must reach from the extremity 

to the "inmost portions of the brain which is • • • their place of origin, 0 

any action upon the nerve in the intervening region will cause the same 

motion in the brain as if the action had been at the extreme end of the 

nerve. That motion in the brain is one "which nature has established 

in order to cause the mind to be affected by a sensation of pain" which 

is "represented as existing" in the extremity to which the nerve reaches. 

And this model, "holds good of all the other perceptions of our senses." 

We sea here the bodily, hence mechanical source of sense deception, and 

that the deception is not intentional on the part of nature which acts 

blindly and necessarily to some immediate Pfd. The discussion (para. 22) 

of this "end," that is the end of the motion is discussed next. 

Considering the brain, he finds that the motion set up in it produced 

(he claims) 0 one particular sensation only." further, since there are 

numerous sensations which arise in the brain, the motion in question 

"causes mind to be affected , by that one which is best fitted and most 

generally useful for the conservation of the human body when it is in 

health." (emphasis added) From this, that is from the idea of natural 

necessity considered in regard to the whole of man, he concludes that 

God is good. For pleasure and pain, that is the pursuit or avoidance 

of things, contribute to the conservation of the body, but only "when 

he is in health." Here, again, the conclusion and the qualifications 

must carefully be weighed. We suggest here that the goodness of G~rl, 

if applicable only when we are in health, is suspect. By this s :.: :;1.: :·a8nt, 

to reconcile the goodness of . God with illness and death becomes extremely 
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d~fficult since it wo~ld Fequire going beyond natural necessity as evi

d_E;!n:c;:e .of God' -s gooc;I-; ·:creations in order to !;>peculate about his ends, which' 

ar•, we have been told, inscrutable. God has so constit~ted our bodies 

~hat they: n~cessarqy. seek to conserve themselves, but this same necessity 

· . is subject to .imperfection, .and thus becomes destructive of the . body. 

,_,.,P· 198, para. 23 - "from this it is quite clear that, notwithstanding the 

~upreme goodness of God, the nature of man inasmuch as it is composed of 

mind and ~ody, cannot be otherwise than sometimes a source of deception.'' 

When we~are in ill health the deception of sense must be a real error of 
.. ~·~ 

nature, that .is of our (composite) nature; Thus the deception of sense, 

when considered as false opinions in mind are harmless next to their r eal 

consequences in the body. 

para. 24 - Descarte~ then draws the Meditation and the treatise to its 

conclusion. It is significant that the conclusiori~ in this ·1ast para

gr·a.ph do not, in the main, refer to the immediately preceding discussion, 

but return tci 'the prior considerations, namely the doubt of the exists.nee 

of material things, which was originally established as a methodological 

c6n~ideration in the first Meditation (p. 148) and .which, as we ~ave 

tried to show, is not the primary concern of the last Meditation, although 

it was written under that guise. Before considering the significance 

of this paragraph, let us revlew its conclu~ions. 

first he discusses the preceding discussion. It has been "of great ser

vice" to him in recognizing "all the errors to which my nature is sub

ject~ .. · But, more importantly, it allows him to "avoid them or correct 

· ·'them more easily." ·Now 0 all the errors" to which he is subject fall 

into two categories. One, which is the subject of the fourth Meditation, 

i,s the errors of judgment. We have already seen that the correction of 

_these errors rests, initially, on the rule by which he suspends all 

jLJdgment. (Having applied this rule, he can correct the "weakness of 

not . being able to concentrate on one particular thing. Apparently, 

the more he is able to do this, the greater the possibility of applying 
·:-:·it'. \..: 

the understanding to the idea in question and hence b.ring it within the 

sphere of ratio~al neceesit~~ · that is, science.) The other category of 

. nature is, of course, the· '.'real. errors" of nature. . It. is clear that 
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'~avoid 

require a 

lative. 

them would seem ible, and to correct• them would 

that, at this in the treatise remains specu-

sub ,,...,.,.,..,.., ..... 

However, the very means 

, that is, the 

(such as the idea of 

the direction and such 

the of become, 

ma tics .. " Such a certain, secure 

of mind, has within it the 

errors. Thus we find that the 

common focus the error of 

which the 11 real errorsH have 

of 

causal 

will take .. 

, the "ob 

of the 

), seems to im

stated, 

of pure mathe

' on the 

the real 

to br to a 

and the 11 real errors" of nature .. 

This focus is twofold. It is, first, the 11 rule 11 which second, allows 

us to br the certain of the to bear on the 

) of natural necess means of rational neces-

we must in mind that this in turn rests on a 

which must exist between the way nature exists and certain 

- it is not our intent here to to br to l the 

of the basis of that ). The consequence of 

this is a secure ical science, a science of real effect 

in the world. 

In the first Meditation, in compar the state of the natural sciences 

ith that of the mathematical sciences, Descartes states that dif-

fer in of certa in that the former had 0 as their end the 

consideration of composite th 

certain, whereas the latter 

and hence 41 Were very dubious and un-

ich treat of that are very 

and very • contains some measure of and an 

element of the indubitable (p. 147) 

, in the second Meditation after the of wax Descartes 

concludes "that its is neither an act of vision, nor of 

touch, nor of • but an intuition of the mind, which 

may be and confused .. or clear and distinct • • • ac-

as my attention is more or less directed to the elements which 

are found in it, and of which it is II (p. 155) 

At the end of the fourth meditation he 11 ! notice a certain weakness 



in my nature in that I cannot 

thought.." (p. 17R) 

my 
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on one 

The "model" of sensation at the end of the sixth meditation is an in

voluted effort in the direction suggested above That is, he directs his 

attention to the source of his imperfection and confusion to see it in 

its elements. The ''model" attempts to isolate the of nature, to 

understand it in its necessary obedience the "laws of nature. 11 The 

act is the bod aspect of sense perception, and the result is to isolate 

the material basis of the deception of the senses, to point out the real 

in our nature. Let us review the possible relation of 

error, and sense dace 

The ord dece of sense affect our but for that 

reason have a consequence of some moment for Descartes, which is to keep 

us from certain, necessary of nature. This, in turn, can now 

be seen, in the light of our real , i~e., of the real errors 

of nature, as us in bondage, us subject to that nature, 

The freedom of the will is within the confines of necessary know-

ledge, the least when subject to error which, we now argue, is understood 

as hav a material basis. The freedom is freedom from nature. 

The conclusion of the first part of this paragraph, that he "ought no 

to fear that fals may be found in matters every presented 

to me my senses, we claim is mislead Our argument for this will 

than to note that he appears to 

sent radical doubt for reasons that are not discernible. However, 

we the conclusion in light of the 

preced what falsity he ought to fear? Certa not 

day" matters, since it was in the that there is a 

reasonabl~ basia of belief: "there is much more reason to believe in 

them than to them .. " ( p. 148) ';'Everyday" matters might be inter

preted as the "usual" course of his life, when he is in health.. But 

there is much to fear from the deceptions of sense when he is in ill-

heal th his "natural" to conserve his body might then be to the 

detriment of his 

He then discusses his most "ridiculous" doubt, that of whether he could 



· : :. :. be certain whether he. is: awake or a.~leel'• .. He ~nswe~s this by com;::luding 

that "when I perceive things as to which I know distinctly,. both the p.lace 

••• and the time at which they ap~eared to me, and when, without any 

~n:terruptioni• he ·can:' b~ 1 '~1ertain that :·he _ is awake. · · Why iS this · part-icular 

doubt 0 hyperbolical and r·idic~lous?" • It must be noted that "place," 

"ti.me": ~nd ·continuity are for · ·Descartes three mathematicizable aspec'ts -

of nature. . Nature. is . not fntermi"tte;nt, for orie thing, and ·for another, 
' .. 

when he thinks he knows he exists, and this t 'hink.lng (on 'its' lowest 

level) is ·"a continual ·perc·e.ption of 8.1 contin·uO:usly ·acting nature. When 

he is dre·aming th.~re · is no continuity· of perception, a·nd hence this· ·ton 

is not a problem as regards the distinction. . · II . . . . . I ought in no wise 

to doubt the truth of such matters ••• after ' having called ·up all mY 

senses., my . mernory a~d , : my und~rstanding to examine them • • • " and there 

.. is :nothing in one _of .. them . -~'.repugnant to what is set forth by the others" 
" , . 

he ."ought not do~br the truth of su.c_h matters." 

"But. because of the exigenc.ies of· .~c~ion(fla neces.site des 
affa,.ires ~)often oblige us to examine matt&rs carefully", . we 
must confe~s th~t the . life · ~f man is ve~y freq~ehtly sub
ject: to erro~ in resp~ct to .individual objects, an~ we. 
must in the end. acknow~ed~e ~he infirmity of our' nature. ff 

The co'iitinuity of nature, - wh±ch we may understand as "la . necessit·e' des 

_ affal~~s", it~ continuous necessary acting - although it may serve to 

convince . ~s of the . distinguishability of waking and sleeping (b~t of 

.which com.man experien~~ seems to be equall.y convin.cingf is the source of 

.our real .imp_erfections whi~~ . "we must in the end acknowledge." 

Notes Toward Some Conclus"ions 

·rirst let us clarify some distinctions that . have arisen in this paper. 

T~e ·a·ppearances;· ·and '. their concomitant faculties, · the imagination (13nd 

memory) and · the · faculties of · sensation, were noted in the crucial .tenth 

~~ragraph of the sixth Meditation (p. 190) ~s .those "without which I can 

easily conceive myself ~ clearly and distinctly as a complete being; While, 

on the other hand, they cannot be so conceived apart from me." This be

gan the development of the distinction between self ~s thinking thing and 

self as composed of mind and body "intermingled." As we have noted, this 



represents ari "inroa.d" on the _"cogito" as originally_ .sat forth in the 

second l'r1editation . ( P• 153) . but; as :life also · noted, this :-" inroad" is the 

development . of· an ambiguity .already prf3s~nt (p. 151, bot~om). Alth()ugh 

com'posite self is an "inte.rmingl.ing" of:.mind and body, . it should be . 

· noted again tha·t the distinction . between ext.ended and unextended sup

stance (corporeal and intelligent) is not th1;3reby obliterated. The . 

'mechanical model of . sensation UJhich repr·esents motion to the "inmost" 
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parts of · the brain does not account for the idea itself, but is merely . its 

" (bodily) origin. · We cannot ·say. the the "last motion" of -.th _~ , "inmost" 

part of · the brain is an idea, since it must remain the . motion of extended 

substance. ·· The autonomy of mind m.ust be preserved. 

A further ddstinction within self as composite should also be made clear. 

That is what the imagination is. First, as we ~ave noted, it is a kind 

of second~ty ~ faculty , of . the ideas as appearances. This brings .us to the 

neces~ary under~tanding that the appearances_ brought ~~ . us through sensa-

. " tion admit of degrees of clarity.. They may .be "confused and obs_cwre" 

· like:· ~t::re· sensations, or they rnay be to somB .. exteqt _distinct. The im

portance of th1s· lies in the claim that one . may;. have a distinct idea of 

. co'r 'pore·al na:ture (although there is. the crucial qualif ica.tion that one 

can.not . "derive . any argument . from Whic,h there w.ill necesaar ily. be deduced 

·. the existence rif bodytt (p. 187) there is no necessity of exist,np~ even 

in"·the. most "distinct'! appearances). ThiS' claim seems to· be the founda

. ~' tion on whiCh the possibility of understanding na_ture as the obJec,t of 

pu.re ma;t-hema.tics rests'. A distinct ·idea of r:iature. :~s of figure., .. ,e;xtension, 

. •-: ··ate·., i.e., mathematical. . One might .well question . the .,necessity .9.f the 

'basis 'o'f . this correspondence~ is it merely . fortuitous? UJe will not pursue 

this question~ 

Error, Sense Perception and Doubt Reconsidered 

_, . We have argued that radical doubt is not a denial, in itself, . 6f ~xistence, 

. . . :·_ and for this reason hav~ had , to interpret _ the sixth Me~italib~ ~~ - having 
an intent nther than what is stated. Thus we have ~riderstood th~ · sixth 

-· 

·.Meditation as the end pf ~n ~rgument that has divided c6ns~io~~ri~~s into 
' ' . . ; . : . . . . . ~ . 

t .wo realms ..• . The o.n~ ., wh~ch llle ... have t .e_rmed the . ideas of. - ~ationai ·necessity 
, ; '* .. . .. :. t · ... . : . 
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of sel as th th Which that is to 

is determined the use of radical doubt 

as a "lever, 11 that is as a consideration for the sake of 

the "firm foundation in the sciences .. " The other realm is of the appear-

ances, of the ideas of nature to us the senses, in which ideas 

there is no or necess that is, to ich existence s not 

necessar This is the realm of formal and material fals 

of error and sense and from which the idea of doubt in the 

be is derived means of reflection on common experience This 

doubt, in itself, does not require of us an absolute su of be-

lief, rather, there is more reason to believe than to 

of nature. 

the II 

However, our about error and sense requires us to 

reconsider radical doubt error is noth in itself, it lies 

in the nts we make about ideas. We have tried to show that the 

ideas about which 

since it is not 

ment of this 

errs are in the category of the appearances, 

for it to err in the other realm. The 

seems to h on the example in the form of a 

ion in the fourth meditation, where it is seen that there is no 

certain to determine whether the idea of self as cor 

tation is the same as self as th th The diff 

re pre sen

' of course 

lies in the fact that existence necessarily pertains to the latter, but 

not to the former. It is at this that radical doubt may be mis-

' since the ion about the appearances is, if existence 

to them as ideas, does nature, does not necessar 

what the ideas a re , exist? This is the that it 

is the stated intent of the sixth Meditation to answer. Descartes 

answer in the form of a proof" we argue, is irrelevant, and mere re-

states the initial position, , that he has ua very great inclinatio 

believe • • that (the ideas) are to me 

ob " We ar that the existence of corporeal nature was never 

the basis of doubt. Rather, the real lay in the ifi-

cations; 0 .. are not exactly what we perceive the 

senses" (p. 191). from this the self as of mind 

and and mechanical model of sensation The 
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result, · ili~ · argued; w~s an Understanding of the appearances as ~a~ing 

necessity through an examination o.f. their · bodily origin, under.lying 

which e~amination_was an implicit "physics" based on principles derived 
·. ·. . . I . . · .· . 

from the understanding. The origin of the appearances· then was seen . as 

arising from natural n~ces~ity~ :f~e :a~~um~nt that followed . from this 
\, -. # • ' 

was the understanding of the mateilai · 6a~i~ · 6r : ~an~~ ' ~ec~~tion, ·that is, 

of the "real errors" of nature and the imperfections of man. 

Now' it is this material basis of th~ 'deC~p:tions of the senses that· 1'8-

quires us to consitjer the origins of ~adi~al doubt~ · Although· it rs ·a 
0 tool" in the beginning of th~ t~~a~ise, in the end it·~eems j0stiffable 

t? say that its basis is a.radical distrust o~ ' natui~. Th0s radic~l : 
doubt seems to be a demand of thought . for .. De~cartes; 'notwithstanding its 

apparently merely methodological use at the beginning of the Meditations. 

It is inextricably bound up with both the beginnings and the end of his 

idea of science. The desire for a "firm foundation in the sciences" 

has as a decisive part of its end a "practical philosophy" and is a de

sire for freedom from nature by making ourselves the "masters and pos

sessors of nature." In this respect it is not the least puzzling that 

Descartes found the greatest freedom where he found the greatest necessity, 

in an autonomous intellect. 

What is this "nature" for Descartes that it demands such a science? 

Nature and the Imperfection of Man 

Nature for Descartes seems to be twofold. On the one hand in its funda

mental actions, the action of ' bodies, it is necessary. This necessity 

is primarily on the level of the elements of which it is composed (viz. 

the wax - p. 155, end of paragraph) which elements correspond (somehow) 

with the mathematical nature of our understanding. On the other hand, the 

necessity of nature seems to us to be bl"irld·, without ends that we can 

comprehend other than the immediate effects of its continuing efficient 

causality. 

The imperfections of man mirror nature. The example of the dropsical man 

who desires .to drink is an example of both necessity, insofar as the 
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desire drink is the result the necessary of nature and 

blindness, since the end of act is 

In this view what accounts for man as a whole? Further, in this view, 

should the action of the be ive of the whole? The 

blindness of nature, from our extrinsic 

to us as accident 

of view, can appear 

for Descartes, the science of nature, which reveals its necess 

the 1 t of our understand , does not for that reason its 

appearance to us. Rather it frees us from our former illusions, and 

contains the of a last foundation for en the 

bless of this life, free us from the accidents and ions 

to which we are sub 
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John Steadman, Tutor 

A of the characteristic of 

in 1. 2, can be stated: 

Givan any ordinate, as its other side is to the 

and 

there be a 

exceeds a 
to the similar 

similar, and 
the transverse 

with diameter AB, center C, and upr ide 

On any ordinate DE make a with side DF. Draw AN at the same 

so that DF:DE :: AN:AU. Then AN is the notr t. Join BN and ex-

to P, where EP is to AN. AEPO and 

I say that Ef = AP. 

for let BU be and extended to UJ, where Elli is to AU. 



re ct 

sq = 

same sides since 

Therefore 

is 

extend 

show 

= 

2 

are 

icate ratio 

::: 

= 



first, DE: DF comp. CA: AG, · tJ.Pr ight: transverse, 

second, pllg AP = .gnomon AHJ. 

The fi~s~ : foll6~s from the proportion DE:DF :: AU:AN, 

since AU:AN comp. AU:AB, AB:AN, and since AB:AN :: AC:AG, therefore 

DE: DF' comp. CA ·: AG, upright AU: transverse . ~.B. 

The second is shaw·fi : in '4 'steps: 

1. Since pllg NP= pllg GH (by congruent triangles) the~efore 

pllg MP = pllg GQ. 

2. But pllg .GQ = p.llg AL (since G~bAG), 

3. and pllg·AL = pllg JM (pllgs about dia.), 
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· .. 

4. therefore pllg JM =· ·pllg MP, and. gnomon AHJ pllg AP. Q.E.D. 

Since all these steps are convertible, ·the generalization ' 'of I .12 is 

proved from I.41 by writing this proof backwards. 
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ANALOGY AND UNDERSTANDING 

Robin Smith '68 
Freshman Prize Essay 
(Santa Fe) 

[The quotations from the Republic in this paper 
are mostly from Paul Shorey's translation. How
ever, I have occasionally made slight alterations 
to suit myself.] 

Part I 

Probably the most commonly used - and, indeed, the most effective -

means of explaining is the analogy. Analogy, generally speaking, ex

plains the unfamiliar and unknown by means of similar things which are 

familiar and known and which have the same relationships among them

selves as the unfamiliar things. Unfortunately, this definition tells 

us that analogy explains the unfamiliar and unknown in terms of familiar 

and known things which are analogously related, for "in th·e same re

lationship11 may be considered synonymous with "analogously." How, then, 

does analogy create any understanding of some matter? The answer to 

this question seems to be contained in the Republic, in the three impor

tant comparisons of the sixth and seventh books: the simile of the sun 

and the good, the analogy of the divided line, and the allegory of the 

cave. 

The simile of the sun is introduced at 506E as an account of "what seems 

to be the offspring of the good and most like it." Socrates describes 

the good in this indirect manner because he fears the insufficiency of 

his powers for a direct description: " • • I fear that my powers may 

fail and that in my eagerness I may cut a sorry figure and become a 

laughing stock." However, Socrates has just finished describing the 

corruption of philosophic natures and how the philosopher is useless -

in fact, ridiculous - in existing society. Glaucon will later exclaim 

at ti,e extreme to which Socrates' comparison ~oes, 0 Heaven help us, 

such a hyperbole!" ( *'An.oAAOVi oaL~t5~~~~Afr£ ). What is to be made 

of the laughability of Socrates and of the philosopher? 

The answer to this question is not immediately forthcoming. However, 

let us examine this simile which Socrates is offering. In setting it 
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out, he first separ.ates .those things which are into two ·classes: ( 5078) 

"W.e predicat.e· 'to be' of ma.ny·. beautiful ·.things and of many good things. " 

and later, " 

itself • " . . . 
we speak of a good in itself and a beautiful in 

There is here the replacemer.t of many (good) things by 

'aria 'idea (of the g"b°od) • . nh:iteova·r' the idea w'e. caii ti.that which each 

· ·~ l'aal.ly is". · 11 ·1\hd·: .the- one ,· t:1ass of .things," . Socrates 'continues, "can be 

.r: · ··=saert ·but not thou·ght, while the ideas can be thought ·b'l.Jt' not seen . .. 

thtfs/' 'we ' have thef division of what i"k into the class' of v'isible objects 

· · and "thei. class or' i.d'eas, and we have·· the tacit ·assum.ptia·n that the ideas 

~a.~e : 'the ~t:i're reei'l. 

,· Tha setting ou~.now becomes more . ~pacific.· It is to·rafer to the visible 

.~ar l.d, to the ,world of sense perceptions. Sacra tea· observes that sight 

is uni_que among the · senses: ,in tha·t it requires, in addi tfon t'o the organ 

. of v·is:i1!ln and the · ob:ject ·seen, a · third element - light ~ before it can 

op~rate. Now, Sotrates ·lays dciwn the immediate ~p~cifications for his 

simi.(Le. · first, the ·sun is the source of ·light and therefore the cause 

of ... vl$.:j.on. Second~ neither vision itself nor the eye is the sun. Third, 

thi:;i> e.ye is the most 'sunlike of the organ·s ·of. sen'se. And fourth, the 

sun., . while it is not itsslf vision, · is, a·s · the. cat 1se of vision, beheld 

by-- v..i,~Jon itself. Here ·Socrates tells us that this was what· he meant 

by , ~ht;J offspring of the good, which, as he says at soac, "the good 

, ge.ne~~.ted ,.in .a proportion with itself: as the· good is to reason and the 

,objeqts. of reespn;· in the intelligible world, · so is the sun to vision 

·. a~d .. .tti~ · objects. of. vision . in the visible world." He explains the pro-

po.rctioQelity further: when the eyes are "turned" on the objects of 

the njght, rather than those of the day, they appear as if vision were 

not; .. in.·: them. However, when the .eyes are "turned" on the objects · of the 

day~ vision appears_ to be . in the .same eyes~ .. Thus~ the same eyes .will 

appear to possess or not to possess vision as the . light of . the sun is 

present or absent. Likewise, when the soul is directed at that place 

"where truth and'being shi'rie", it knows ' tlle objects ' there and appears 
. . 

to ~bs~~ss reasori~ b~t·ili~eri it is t~r~~d fr~~ th~re to the place of 

"b~~omiri~ ~nd passin~ · a~~y«~ it appea~~ to 6a w{~hout reason. Now, 

:< ~ sodra~e~ draw~ th~~c~h6iu~iori he h~s b~en ~i~i~~ fori hThen this, 

which gives their truth to the objects of knowledge and the power of 
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knowing to the knower, you must call the idea of good, and you must 

think of it as being the cause of knowledge and of truth insofar as it 

is known." 

Here it seems to me that the analogy has come to its natural conclusion: 

the sun is like the good in that the one makes objects in the visible 

world visible, while the other makes objects in the intelligible world 

knowable. But Socrates has got his proportion, whether it is a true 

one or not, and he is, at least for the moment, going to treat it like 

one. Accordingly, he goes on to say that, while it is not just to con

ceive of either the truth or knowledge as being the good, but only like 

the good, nevertheless they are the most like the good of any ideas -

just as the eye and light, though they are neither of them the sun, are 

nevertheless most like the sun of things in the visible world. Glaucon's 

reaction to this seems very significant to me: ttAn inconceivable beauty 

you speak of, if it creates knowledge and truth but is itself more 

beautiful than they. for you surely cannot mean that it is pleasure .. " 

Laucon indicates here that the conversation is leaving him somewhat in 

the dark now; Socrates has left .the simply understandable bounds of 

the "proportion". In fact, rather than try to elucidate Glaucon's con

fusion, Socrates continues to extend the comparison: "The sun not only 

gives the power of being seen to visible objects, but it also provides 

for their generation. Likewise, you are to say that the objects of 

knowledge not only receive their being known from the good, but also 

that their being and essence are provided to them by it, though the good 

is not itself essence." Glaucon is now utterly at a loss to see how 

the discussion has arrived at such a statement as this, though it 

started as a simple likening of the sun to the good. Therefore, Glaucon 

laughs; part of his laughter is surprise, but the explanation of the 

rest will have to be reserved for later. 

In the simile of the sun, it should be noted that, first, Socrates is 

not really justified in carrying the proportion as far as he does; 

second, that the entire analogy is constructed with reference to sen

sory phenomena. The significance of this will become clear in a later 

context. 
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Part II 

The discussion now turns back to the question of the n~ture . of t~e gobd 

and its relation to the intelligible world. The simile of the suo~ 

whatever it may .have of immediacy and vividness, i$ limited in its ex

tension: it cannot be carried beyond a certain point without strain. 

Therefore, Socrates tesorts to a mathematical object for his comparison, 

and this time he constructs a genuine proportion. 

The primary tonsidetation is identical to that of the previous conside

ration, the Worlds of the visible and the intelligible, ruled over by 

the sun and the good •. However, this time Socrates chooses to represent 

them by a line divided into unequal parts according to "the ratio of 

their comparative clarity and obscurity." (5090} · He then divides each 

section again in the s~me ratio as the sections themselv~s. Now, he 

conside~s what the divisi6ns of the sections are to represent. . for 

the two parts of the visibl~ sectio~, he suggest~ th~ interpretation 

of shadows and reflections generally (images) fa~ .one section, and .those 

things of which they are · the images, as the othe~~ Socrates asks 

Glaucon if he agrees that "the division in respect of truth and false

ness is that, as the opihabl~ is to the knowable, so is the likeness to 

that of which it is the likenes~?" Glaucon ag~ees, and thereby agrees 

that the visible world is an image of the intelligible. In effect, 

this .is a hypo~hesis to which Glaucon is .assenting, However, Socrates 

has pr~pared for this hypothesis with his assertion that the sun is the 

offspring of the good. There is a s·imilarity of . relationship between 

parent and offspring, model and copy, a thing and its likeness; and 

Socrates asserts that the same relation holds between ideas and visible 

objects, between being and bscoming. It is the p~rception of this 

sameness which . is the understanding of the truth in the analogy. 

Next, it is necessary to turn to the section of .the line representing 

the intelligible world. On one part of this_ line .. ,. we are to consider· 

as images the things imitated in the for.mer part. The hypothetical 

method is characteristic of this section: the sou+ pr?ceeds "from 

hypotheses, not up to a· first principle, but down to a · conci~~sion. 0 · · . 

However, in the other part of this . s~ction, . the soul . 0 g~e~ · from the 
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hypotheses up to an unhypothetical beginning," and moves through the 

realm of pure ideas, making no use of images. 

This last statement - that the soul makes no use of images in tha last 

part of the intelligible section - is ·particularly significant in terms 

of the discussion leading up to this point, for the entire discussion 

is a use of images. In them, an imperfect understanding of the ideas 

is helped by the perception of relationships like those among the ideas 

also occurring among things in the visible world. The essential nature 

of analogy is evident here: that it explains the familiar in terms 

of the unfamiliar. However, whether the perception of a same relation

ship can be reduced to any simpler terms is as yet unanswered. 

On the last section of the line, images are no longer employed, or, in 

other words, the soul perceives that which is not an image of anything; 

the unhypothetical idea of good. Glaucon is understandably mystified 

by this, and therefore Socrates turns again to the first part of the 

intelligible section, to clarify the nature of it with an example. 

Considering the study of geometry, Socrates points· out that geometers 

postulate those things which they intend to use in their investigation 

and then proceed from them consistently to conclusions, all the while 

taking . the existence of those things postulated as being beyond question. 

Further, he notes that geometers employ visible objects as illustrations 

of the ideas they are talking about. In other words, geometry exactly 

fits the conditions of the objects on the first part of the intelligible 

section : it treats the visible objects as images of its own and proceeds 

by the hypothetical method. In this section, for some reason, the soul 

is unable to rise above its hypotheses and move in the realm of pure 

ideas, unaccompanied by images, up to the unhypothesized first principle. 

The upper part, by contrast, is those things which "the reason itself 

lays hold of by means of the power of dialectic, treating its assumptions 

not as absolute beginnings but literally as hypotheses ( 1:'cD ov1:' L 
t 

t e , 
uno s 0'1:' L ~ ) , underpinnings, footings, and springboards so to speak, to 

enable it to rise to that which requires no assumption and is the 

starting point of all, and after attaining to that again taking hold of 

the first dependencies from it, so to proceed downward to the conclusion, 

making no use whatever of any object of sense but only of pure ideas 
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moving ·on through id·sas to ideas and : epdi119 ·with. ids.as." 
·,: · . 

... 

Glaucon's re~ction to t~fS is much different from his reaction to ths 
,·.. . . . 

conclusion.of tb~ simi~e of the sun. Rather than iaugh, he tri~s=to 

grasp . w .hat~ i .s.bej.n9 said, ~nd .indeed he returns a g~od ac.co'~~t of it 
to Soc;-ates ., _ Thus, t~e anal.ogy of the divided : i'1n~ and" the ~eiati've · 
positions of . . the .. ar;::.tivities. of r~ason, thinking, .bell.~f ·, .. ~·nd imagining 

on it_. compq~e . an analogy that is .much ciearer than the s"imi1e of the 
•• ; • . • : . '. . l • • 

sun f.or: .two ,r.e.asons: . f ~rst. , because. the. ~bject now used to ·axplaih the 
,;, .. . :'. ' 

good is an .. ideal obj~~:t' instead of .a physical one'; 'and s-ec:cind:, : becai.is·e' 

the propo.rt.l.or;t is u,sed only in its true sense. Still, it' must be. bot·n:a 
• ., •• , , •' I 

in mind that th~ . simile of the sun is responsible foi getting us whe~e 
.. :. 

we a+e •. }hough ~eason is superior to vi~ion, vision is prior· ~ · Vet 

Plato . has .here .a clea~ statement of the relation between sense ex-

perience and thought. Sense experiences .can only cau~e knowledge of· 
;,·, ... : ,. t " . 

ideas in the way that a things' shadow can ~ause ~isi6n of th~ thin~ 

i tsel.f ~ : · Sense experience _is i;hus ·the imitation. of knowl.edge, and .. , its 

objects ' are· the imitations of knowable obj_epts; .. but only knowledge and 

i ta·- o'bJad·s ar~ real~ 

Part I II 

The simile of the sun gave us, at least in ·a way, the relationship be~ 

tween the ·-good arid the objects in the war ld of · being; ·the arialcig.y of the 
·· · - - . · ... l ' 

div iqe.d line . explained the relatio.nsh"ip between the world of "baing . and 

the world oi becoming. · Now, Socr~tes ptepa~es 'tci ~ake the ascent ·from ,. 
·.·• , .. ·.-· ,, _1 . 

the visibl~ world to the .. ideal world ~~nascent whi6h he will describ~ · :~ 

as educat ·.i~n·~<~ ~ He begins iii ' 514A to 'construct ·'his allegory .: .'. '-'Compare 

our nature in respect of education and the lack of it t6 sue~ ~n experience 

as ~his.~' x H•: presents .us ~ith men chained as prisoners in a cave where 
- . . . ' :'" ...... . : .. . (! · : 

sunligb~ . ~ey~r - ~nter~·~ · They are unable to move or turn their heads, and 
. , 

all .~8at ; t .he.y can. _.$.8 .9 is the shadows thrown on the wall of the cave by .··· · -. .. . . .. .. ·. 

objects , held · befpr~~ fire. men .fn such a situation, if they had beeri · 

there 8:11 ·their liV~!3-' ~ould .i.m~gine the ca_ve to be the real world, and 
. . 

the sh~9:ow~.:. ~.nq . tha fire tq be .true objects and true light. Wisdom, for · 

these, woulc;l .. :.be the .ability to disce.~n . the shadowy shapes and to remember 

their ,i;:ustomary seq~ence.s. 
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Socrates now begins to describe the ascent. What would be the prisoner's 

reaction "when one was freed from his fetter~ and compelled to stand 

up suddenly and turn his head around and walk and lift up his eyes to 

. the light, and in doing all this felt pain and because of the dazzle 

· and glitter of the light was unable to discern the objects whose shadows 

he formerly saw, what would be his answer if someone told him that what 

he had seen before was all a cheat and an illusion, but that now, being 

nearer to reality and turned toward more real things, he saw more truly?" 

The first step of the ascension is the turning of the prisoner's vision 

away ;· from the shadows to those things of which they are the shadows, 

and this step will be painful to him. The description of this as a 

«turning aroundN is important; the same language has been used many 

times already by Socrates, for instance, to describe the turning of the 

soul from contemplation of the world of becoming to the world of being. 

Apparently, this turning arc~nd comes only through constraint. 

The man in the cave would be pained by looking at the unfamiliar objects, 

and he would be still more pained by looking at the light of the fire 

directly. Rather than stay and look at these things, he will turn again 

and flee to the shadows he is familiar with, regarding them as more real 

than these other things he has seen with such pain. In short, he will 

flee the unfamiliar objects and turn again to the familiar ones. There 

is a resemblance between this behavior and the "doglike" behavior which 

is to be ingrained in the guardians in the ideal state: the guardians 

are to love and protect what is familiar, and to hate and destroy what 

is unfamiliar. Perhaps there is here a suggestion that this doglike 

temperament will have to be utterly destroyed before the guardians can 

become philosophers. 

Whatever the case may be in this matter, Socrates next has his prisoner 

dragged up into the light of the sun - an experience that would be most 

painful of all for this prisoner, and which he would resist as much as 

he could. llihen he reached the outside, where the sunlight, the cause 

of true vision, is abundant, his vision would be ~verwhelmed and he 

would be blinded by the light, unable to see any of what we call the 

real things, Then, gradually, his vision would become accustomed to the 

light; at first, he would be able to look at shadows and ~eflections, 
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then the actual physical objects, and finally the sun itself. Ultimately, 

he would understand that the sun is the cause of generation and growth 

and nurture in the visible world. 

But now, Socrates would have this man descend again into the cave. Ob

viously, he would not want to; he would have no desire at all for the 

honors and merits he might gain among them disputing about shadows. Never

theleas, , shou~d he make the descent, he would find himself blinded by 

the darkness and unable to discern the shadows he once considered real. 

If he should be required to speak about the shadows while still in this 

condition, he would appear ridicul6us to the men in the cave, and they 

w6~ld think that his vision had been corrupt~d (the verb used is 

6 L acp8 € C pw, which is also used in the charge against Sacra tes in the 

Euthyphro and the Apology "corrupting the youth"). Furthermore, they 

would kill anyone who attempted to lead them out of the cave, if they 

were able. 

Now, Socrates proposes to apply this allegory to "all that has been said. •• 

He constructs the comparison as we might expect: as the cave is to the 

visible world, so is the visible world to the intelligible world. How

ever, this time Socrates is careful to put his allegory in its proper 

perspective: "But God knows whether it is true." He proceeds within 

this more or less hypothetibal framework and attempts to reach up to the 

good once more, this time with a firmer understanding of his method. 

At once, he tells us that, "in the region of the known, the last thing 

to be seen, and seen with difficulty, is the idea of good '.' and that " this 

(the idea of good) is indeed the cause of all things, of all that is 

right and beautiful." Exact'ly what is meant by this is clarified by 

the last statement Socrates makes about the good: " anyone who 

is to act wisely in public or in private rriust have caught sight of this." 

Here is the real significance of the entire discussion about the idea 

of the good: without a vision of the ultimate human good - for clearly 

that is what Socrates means by the good - there is no wisdom or even 

significance of any intelligible sort in the world, as far as men are 

concerned. 

Just as the man in the cave would not want to descend again, once having 
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lived in the light, so · the philo~Opher who .has c~ntemplated the good 

and understood it as
0 

the · t~~e ' 6au~e of· everything of value will not want 

to argue about the shadows of justice and virtue :~hich are seen by ·~ : -.c 

ordinary me~ • . The phil9sopher will appear ridiculous because of his 

inability to opine a$ o~dinary men do · about these shadows.. It is im

por~ant to remember that visio~ ·is 6bscured in two ways: by coming from 

light into darkness and by coming from darkness into light • . Therefore 
. . ' . 

thinking that the same thing happens to the soul, a sensible man will 

not laught at a confused soul until he det~rmines which sort of blind

ness is affecting it. "And so he would deem the one happY t in its ex

perience and .way of life, and pity the other; and if it pleased him to 

laugh at it, his laughter would be le~s l~ughable than that at +the ex

pense of the soul that had come do·w·n from the light above." 

Perhaps, then we now hav~ an sxplanation of Glaucon's laughter. Soc

rates has taken Glaucon and, after examing with him those things of the 

visible ~orld. in which he has confidence, rudely turned his soul ·.from 

that world to the world of ideas, directly confronting him with the 

idea of the good. Glaucon is blinded by ·this - however dim his perce~

tion .of ·it may be - and his perplexity only grows as Socrates persists 

in expanding the . "proportion". Therefore ; ·he laughs both at the ideas 

Socrat~s . is presenting him and at his · own inability to comprehend them. 

He is shocked into laughter by the ~n~~miliarity of Socrates' statements 

(for unfamiliarity is closely akin io ridiculousness), but at the same 

time h~ strives to see more clearly the thing that is blinding him. In 

this ~ay~ he . is also inclined to laugh .at himself • 

. ··.' ' . ; ·~ 

The allegory of the cave has thus combined the simile of the sun and the 

an.alogy of the divided line, creating an im.age of th.ese two images in 
·, . . .I' 

ord.er . to explain to mdvament of the soul. be.tween the war lds of becoming 

and being. It ~eems that the . allegory takes the two previous comparisons 

as hypothese~ of ·a sett, and then develops .them, drawing conclusions 

about the world· of becoming from ideal hypotheses. The cave is, in a 

sense' an image of the line' but. it is a dyna:mic image' par fray fog motion 

along the line. The allegory is not yet finished; it has yet to yield 

its most important comparison. 
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education: 11 0ur 

ies the of the cave to the process of 

argument indicates that the true for 

this indwell of t~e soul and the instrument whereby each of 

us is that of an eye that could not be converted from the 

darkness to the t the whole Even so this 
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organ must be turned around from the world of to-

gether with the entire soul But if this is education~ it is 

also the of the state in the for the of 

that work is taken up with a discussion of the education of the guardians, 

If this is the case, then there is a deal of difference between 

the education of the ians and the true education, for the true edu-

cation seems to be a violent and 1 process one in which a 

required to look at ob 

and whose truth and 

which the truth of his former beliefs 

are painful to his unaccustomed soul 

Let us consider for a moment what education is. Certainly, it is in its 

truest sense the of virtue The education outlined in the 

allegory of the cave, however, is intended to direct the wisdom in a 

soul ar n, the true nature of virtue be that it is wisdom, 

and conse cannot be t but directed aright? Indeed, Soc-

rates describes the other virtues as 11 akin to those of the body For it 

is true that where they do not pre-exist, are afterwards created 

by habit and Wisdom, on the other hand, is different: 

of a more divine , a th that never loses its ncy but, ac-

cord to the direction of its conversion, becomes useful and bene-

ficient, or, again, useless and harmful The virtue that tru 

be to the soul of a man is thus wisdom - a virtue which, str 

aannot be 

this wisdom 

of the world of 

However, the process of education is the of 

with the entire soul, from the and shadows 

to the ideas themselves in the world of be 

Now, it is possible to answer the initial question of this paper: how 

an analogy can create understand first, it ap~ears that a men 

are in a certain sense, in that they trust the th are 

familiar with more than unfamiliar things. From this, we immed 
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THE WHITENESS -Of TRUST 

Veronica Soul '66 

Now all is at a winter's end. I'll come. 

You call me briar rose b~baLl~b'. I bl6om -

Behind the unwashed glass of greenhouse panes· 

And fear to tread the icy surfaced lake 

-~hen : ~i~t~r~~ ~a~~ · h~s made its soiid stand.· 

Don't think I never dance or run or walk 

My way to this chill~d·: 6~unt~'~ edge of wave, 

Nor stop at every ' dan~eli6n · gone 

To seed. Don't think I never l6bk on youths 

Without the will to ~howe·r th.em with white 

That isn It cold like sn~w 'or . lovers . gone • . 

I stripped the spring of flowering weeds to stop 

The fall of s·eads of trust' Upon my hair, 

Until I watched a stone among the stones, 

Milk gray and worn, half hidden by its peers. 

Because that heavy gray can't come to me, 

I'll seek it out along my walking ways. 

Each barren day I'll rush to see it still 

Until it's bruised away by rain and wind. 

When you outdraw that stone in~ strength, don't think 

I'll never dance until our ways are one -

Unless you will to dance a separate piece, 

Deny each dandel iOf!'' gone to seed. 

Then white on white confuses memory 

When snow and seed mix seasons and love's blown. 



INVOCATION 

James mensch 67 

The viol 

breaks foreward with its sweet song 

into the quiet night air it 

with the breath of lts it, 

as that first it moved on the stillness of the waters 

lliho will answer it? 

Will the powers so impregnated birth 

to a new creation in 

recall that first command; 

is it that song of the maiden 

for the false marriage of her sister; 

so sweet her song, 

the takes it for a love's 

Who will answer it? 



THE l 'I GHT THEN 

If I could reent~~ the womb of things, 
if . I could breathe the air expanded 

(the breath of angels) · 
and like a spirit disembodied 
soar over the earth covered with snow 
If I the secret~lacas of things could enter 

James mensch '67 

the lighted windows, m~~ic lanterns, of.the houses below; 
If I could op~n my mouth 
so as to sw~liow the .moon 
and sing (not breaking the curio~s stillness of the night but 

becoming it) 
and if my song cou)d enter . all the pl~ces . 
of the snow like the moonlight arid linger o'er the drifts 
and if I could become my song •••• 
Or in late summer, be the wind after the rain 
making of the leaves voices to sing 
the whisperings of secrets 
and be the cricket's comment 
and be the fallen leaves painted 
and the wind 
blowing over the house tops and the chimneys 
and the brick gardens with .the closed 
yet exhalent sweetness of night flowers; 
and laying the egg as in ' the ·· parting of the 

breasts of chaos, . 
nose about the damp, dark, and empty places, 
and be the exhausted sleep of lover.s,, 
the empty fountains pricking· the pregnant qu'iet of night 
which cascades onto the plains ': of joy all unbroken 
while she weaves her embroidered cloth 
of wheeling stars upon the wo~~ of darkness •.• • 
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AT THE MID HOUR OF NIGHT 
( Anacreontea) 

Once, in the middle of night, 
when the Bear 
was turned" 'round 
near the : hand of Arcturus 
and the races '. of. men 
lay broken by toil, 
Eros halted: at ·my door 
rattling the bat. · 

HUJho is hammering·. on · my door; 
who tears me from my dreams?" 

·"Open up! . Don't be :afraid.· 
I am a ch~ld, wandering 
alone th~ough the moonless nigh~, 
and · I am soaked." 

Quickly I light~d a lamp, 
taking· pity 
at his .words. 
Then ! ' opened wide the door, 
and a .child:· it was! 
wit~ wings, a quiver, 
and "a· bow. 

I sat him down near the fire, 
warming hfs 
artful hands, · 
drying his long-flowing hair, 
until at last, 
when the . chill h~d let go, 
Eros spoke: . 

"Here, let's -give the bo~ a tiy 
to see if it prevents my shot 
with a string that is wet." 

But .he easily strung the bow 
and shci't ·ma · 
in the · breas't ·: · 
I wa~ cert~in .he was mad! 
But l~~ghi~~ he leaped up, saying: 

"0 fr,iend ., brighten up! 
Tris " ~~rro.ws are ·harmless for us, 
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James liljenwall '68 
Greek translation prize 
(Santa Fe) 

, .··. 

though you will suffer in your heart ~." 
.: ~ . /\ . ,·.. \ ... ~: .i ~:·. ~~ - ·-~: . ~.-- ··:· .. :.. . . . ' ... . . , .. .. . - p ••• ... 

. .. ~ .. · ::. ) 
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THE so~ OF GOD AS WORD 

John Wetlaufer '67 
Honorable Mention 
Sophomore Essay '65 

Indeed, men cannot speak properly of such 
matters. For who can unfold in cogent enough 
fashion this statement, that, "the Word be
came flesh and dwelt among us,'' so that we 
should then believe in "the only Son of' God 
the Father Almighty, born of the Holy Spirit 
and Mary the Virgin. 

-- St. Augustine 

Before trying to draw out the implications that lie within the opening 

verses of The Gospel According to St. John, the endeavor of explication 

of these passages must be defined. So many integral problems are in

volved with such discussion that the meanings implied in the passages 

to be considered overlap with the premises upon which discussion is 

based. For instance, on some immediately apprehendable level the mystery 

of the trinity, or rather the notion of unity and plurality of persons in 

the Godhead, is present in those passages. This in turn casts dubious 

light on such things as the law of the excluded middle, for we find our-

selves saying, "God is one and God is three," and, "God is the father 

of the Son, and the Son of the Father, the Son and the Father being one . 

To what can the reason fasten when that law, which has been a veritable 

rock in previous contexts, is shown to be a here t ical idol wi th fe e t of 

crumbling clay? The entangling vine of nonsense spreads its creepers 

ff 

and grasps the human mind, befuddling and reducing it to perplexity. 

However reason should not be forsaken but, instead, submitted. It cannot 

be indulged in, for pride and curiosity, th~ motions of a dead soul, 1) 

originate from indulgence. But it must be passive, awaiting the perfection 

of God ' s gratuitous light. For the words in the first chapter of John 

contain that from which articles of faith are derived, and articles of 

faith, or principles, are not proved but are used to prove something 

else. 2 ) Moreover one does not seek to understand those passages to the 

1) St. Augustine, The Confessions of St. Augustine, Bk. XIII, Ch. 21 
2) St . Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, Q. 1. a.8 
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end of belief, .but believes them in order to understand. 
3

) Therefore. we 

must remember that Holy Writ . 

is called higher because it leads to .higher things by 
m~nife~ting what are above reason, _and moreover because 

. it came.· down .from the · fath~r of - Lig~ts by inspi~ation. 4) 

and that when ~we tije ~6rd~ in de~cribing God 

The supreme Being i,s .so above and beyo.nd ·e·very · other · 
nature that whene.ver any statement is ma.de concering . · 
it in words which are also ·applicable to other natures, 
the sense of these wo~ds in thi$ case is by no mea~s · 
that in whi~h th~y ire applied to other .natures.S) 

How then. are we, to infe.r the truths· in the Word of God· and in the words 
• • I'~ .. · 

of Holy Script? First we . must exp1ain why · the sense of the .words we 

use cannot be taken. ~s they ate .. applied· to other n~t~~es. As ~nd~r

stood by ~t. Th~mas6 ) the words of ~ ·sacred doctrine ar~ each to · b~ t~ken 
literally and spiritually. In.the 'spiritual sense the signlficati~n 

made is not o_nly . that thing that the word names, 'but also that which the 

thing named signif;ies. . (Spir:itual signification ·gives rise to ·three 

interpretiv~ senses; the allegorical, in which we are instructed in 

belief, th~, moral in ·which we are instructed in chcfr ity, and the analogica~ _ 

whereby we .. are taught what to hope for.) .. Thus · it · is · seen that the ~ords 
. : 

used are sign~ and that which they point to· is not single. But there re-

mains a questio~. a~ to -tha nature -of the · sign. 

Again as St. 
1

Th~~as write.a, there is "nothing nece~.s.ary .. to faith con.:. 

tained under the spiritual sense which is not elsewb.era · put forward ·:". ; · 

clearly by tha· ·"scr .. i.:pture .in its literal sense." 7) f'Or it is written :'•_; .. ,.;_ 
: ; '~ 

He . th~t believeth ·on ·the Son hath evei··lastirig lfre .and. · 
h~ tha~ b~lieveth not on the Son shall not: sea. life but 
the w~ath rif God abideth in him.8) 

a, new commandment I give unto you, , That ye love one 
another;·as I have loved you, that ye _ also 19ve one 
an.othe~. 9) : ·" 

3) St. AnseJ.m,. Proslogium, Ch. · 1~ ... ~. :"i . :' .... :; 

4) St. Bonaventure, On the Reduction of tha Arts . to Theology, pg. 5 
5) St. Anselm·, Monologium, Ch. Lxv ·· ... · 
6) St. Thomas · Aquinas,. Q.: ·h a.10 
7) ibid 
8) John 3:36 
9) John 13:34 

. ! 

. _, c .. 

. ~ ··' 

' : 
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(The first is taken as showing in what we are to believe and for what 

we are to hope, while the second is the commandment unto charity.) So 

the signs that are spiritual seem not so much to tell us in what to 

believe and hope, and how to behave. Rather they are to clear the dark

ness of the human intellect so that man might be a seer of the Light, 

even though it be "through a glass darkly." Therefore the signs, or, 

symbols, are meant to point to, or manifest, what He is. Now the reason 

for being unable to apply the senses these words have in other natures 

beside the Supreme nature is becoming more clear. For the words whereby 

man signifies things are images, in that they separate the form from the 

thing signified. Though the form is separable, the thing signified does 

not exist apart from its form, but with its form in whatever it is 

informed. However the existing thing itself is a likeness, and this 

likeness is made through or after the Divine exemplar, made materially 

from nothing and existing entirely in the Creator. In effect the being 

of the thing signified is entirely in an Image, this Image being the 

only properly called image. It is derived, but same in essence, and 

through it are all things derived. Thus our representations, made with 

analogies to created things, are at least three steps away from what is. 

Or, stated another way, our metaphors are like an alternated proportion 

that originally was between magnitudes not of the same kind. However, 

as Aquinas quoting Dionysius says, "it is more fitting that divine 

truths should be expounded under the figure of less noble than nobler 

bodies 11 1°)This, in part; is the case because man is less apt to error, 

being freed from notions of actual representations of Divine truths. 

(Here Aquinas is speaking of the method, that is, the method of the 

metaphor, and it is of this ,he is speaking when he says "less noble". 

for instance, manifesting truths by metaphor, a poetic device, is less 

noble than by a philosophic method. In no way do we say that God should 

be expressed by what is base or even in a method that is base. Rather 

we must proceed in humility, resisting the temptations of pride. 

There remains another way of predicating something of God which has not · · 

been dealt with, namely a statement made substantially. That is, if we 

take the example of St. Thomas, "God is good." 11 ) By this. we do not 

10) St. Thomas Aquinas Q. 1. a. 9 
11) St. Thomas Aquinas, Q. 13. a. 2 
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mean that he is the cause of all goodness, nor do we mean it in a nega• 
. . . . 

tive se'nse, that is·, "God is nbt non-good." Instead it is an imperfebt 

attempt of the created thing to. represent the perfection of _that f°rom . .. 
. . , . . .. . \ . 

which a.11, perfection · 'is derived. So, though it is not properly in · · 

the form of a metaphor-, it retains that same limited characteristic tha"t 

all words applied. to . the Supreme nature possess. In fact it could everi'' · 

be given the form of an analogy: As the cr~ated world is to goodnes~, 

so is God . t .o the Good. Alf.our symbols and f igut•es of speech are repre

sentations of .incomprehensible relationships. By this I mean they are 

relationships that man is comprehended in but comprehends not . Thes.e 

limitations made clear ·we have shown to what any endeavor of explication 

of Holy Writ is re.str .. ~cted. '. .We are in a position:of discussing; dis

cursively passin~ from principles to conclusibn;~ : ~b~ut ~ha~ which is 

not discursive but manifest. To what end, then, can such an endeavor 

. ·=.:: 

. ... ·.·. : . r 

be? 

for what need has Holy Writ of feeble comment that is necessarily less 
.. 

representative of th~ Truth than it is? It can have none. Further, is 

it not the case that this endeavor is simply th~t which we have said .it. 

should not be, a work of curibsity and pride? Should we not be like s~: · 

Anselm, who wr.ites, 11 ! do ·not endeavor, O Lord, to penetrate thy sub

limity, for in no wise do I compare my understanding with th~t 11 ? 12 )- But 

if we al~o add what follow~ t~is statement the purpose be~omes ~ess ob

scure. "But I long to understand in some degree thy truth, which my 

heart believes arni ' 16ves." This in turn is similar to St. Augustine 

·when he writes, ·"Let me know Thee, O Lord, wh·o knowest me; let me know 
·. . . 13) 

Thee as I am known." (When first ~orisidered this may seem full pf 

pr ids, .for Augus'tine .. : is known as he . is, and thus · he would appear to be · 

~sking to know God a• He is. But this, as will .be shown later, is 

possible only t6 th~ · per~ons of the Godhead i and ·can we ~ay that St. · 

Augustine hopes for the understanding .that. the Godhead possesses? 

Though {i is ~r~tt~~ that we a~e all Gods14 ) it is only in · so · much as 

we are limbs in Christ. Thus Augustine is asking to know God as He 

is known to the mind of man made into Christ. This is to say, "not fn 

12) St. Anselm, Proslogium, Ch. 1 
13) The Confessions of St. Augustine, Bk. X, Ch. 1 
14) John 10:34 and Psalms 32:6 
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a mirror," that is the mind of man, "darkly, 0 but in the mind of Christ, 

his exemplar, and clearly. St. Augustine asks not to comprehend God, 

but to see His light in itself and thus become light.) Thus the en

deavor is not one of curiosity but one which is based on what is to be 

hoped for. 

further it is appropriate that Augustine's words should be in the CON

fESSIONS, following his conversion but preceding his exposition of 

Genesis I. For when he speaks after conversion it is a confession of that 

which he believes in ·and hopes foi, and it is done in order to 

and again 

rouse up twoards You my own affections, and those of 
other men who read this, so that all of us might say, 
"the Lord is grsat, and exceedingly to be praised." 15) 

for, first of all, it was your will that I confess to 
you, my Lord God, because you are good, and your mercy 
endures forever.16) 

In such descriptions and discussions man engages in an aspect of his 

most important function, praising and giving glory to God. By con

fessing aloud the words of faith and hope that are in the heart, one's 

hope is increased even more and one cherishes more that which one has 

faith in. If allowed to remain in the depths of the heart, the words 

often become obscured and fallen away from, but by bringing them up 

one is strengthened and refreshed, for in His words are "the spirit and 

the life." Secondly, by discussing the words one makes reason a par

ticipant in the mysteries of belief, thereby making belief more secure 

and immune to rational attacks from non-believers. What has been ten

tative and confused in the mind, though the mind has been certain in 

commitment, is dispelled and peace of mind replaces it. Lastly we are 

led away from what is base and turned toward the Image of which our 

mind is the Image. That which was meant to be subjected to man is 

again restored to its proper position and man is freed from the tyranny 

of created things. 

Now we are ready to consider the first chapter of John. This we do in 

15) The Confessions, Bk. XI, Ch. 1 
16) ibid 

" 
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the same spirit as St. Aug~stine, not stating an opinion as true and 

, ~xcludih~· ~11 bthers; -~~~writing . wi~h the feat of f~i~ity ~nus, hoping 

to grasp a portion of the truths present. For "God has ·adapted the 
.. ' 

sacred w~ it.ings~ ta···meny ' men rs <.interp~e.ta .tions; where"iri . w'u1 be seen 

.. ~h·l.ngs . true and divers.a." 11) . Fi~a·l_ly we _, .proceed k.no.wing " that "in· no 

other subj~ct is error mor~ dangerous, or , inquiry meta lab~rio~~~ or 

·: trye di~coyery_ of truth m~r~ ·p~ofi .table •. 018 ) · < 

;\'. ~ '. 

II 

,, In di.s-~us~ing the implications of the Sbn · as Word there are· three neces

sary considerations: ( 1) in respect to the Godhead or -uarid the Word 

was with God and .. the Word was God," "(2) . in respect to the made things 

o~- r ;;·all .-t~ings were mad·e by him and with a~ t him was not any th.ing made 

that · w~s .. ma~e~" (3) in respect to his taki.ng on . manhood or ''and the 

W 
.. ' . 19) f : ' 

ord was .made flesh and dwelt among us." But be ore these can be 

discu~seo .. th~~e is a preliminary discussion; and . that is whether we are 

to consider the Word as a ptoper name cif ~ · person in the Godhead, ·6r 

as a me t~phor. · (Person ;will be explained in the section deal fog with 
. ; 

re la ~ions hip_ ~n .th.a Go·dhead ~) 

For s· t. ' Thomas, 20 ) Word is . a personal ·and proper name · for the Son. 

This itself is curious for why should the Son have any other n~m~ 'proper 

to Him l:)eside Son. As ·is pointed out by Aquinas himself it "signifies 

an .em.~nation of the . intellect" 21 ) and thus the notion of be·gotten is 

trans f_err_ed fro,m son," in which · it is essentif:ll, . to the· no ti.on of word, . 

with alJ its necessary ·tonhotations. This process in one sense is 

metaphorical. Secondly it -is said "wor,d" may . be used metaphorically if 
22) 

it "makes something manifest as ·word.'' . Now .this is exactly what .is 

done · i~ th~ "first ·chapter of John •. That which is bein~ . made manif~st 
'" 

is God, . and t~at which is manifested is essenti~l to God. For in the 

first case the :t"rinily in unity a.nd uni.ty ... fn trinity- is . in:iplie~, in the. 

seco~d . God as . creator ·:i.s implied, . and Jn t~e· thircf "God ·as the . end _ and 
. \ ': 

17) The .. ,Confessions, Bk. -XU, Ch. 31 
18) St. Au~u~~inei . On :£he Trinit~, Bk. I' Ch. 3 
19) John, Ch. I; 1,3,14 
20) St. Thomas Aquinas, Q. 34. a. 1 and 2 
21) St. Thomas Aquinas, Q. 34. a. 2 
22) St. Thomas Aquinas, Q. 34. a. 1 
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life of man. In each case a sense or meaning of the word "word" is used 

as will be shown. Furthermore it is written 

No man hath seen God at any time: the only begotten Son 
which is in the bosom of the Father, he hath declared him.23) 

Again the metaphor of "speech" is used, and through it all three relation

ships are implicit. For "in the bosom" tells us the Son is not alone, 

but in God, and thus the first consideration is present. Secondly, by 

being the exemplar, He hath declared the glory of God in creation. The 

last sense is clear, for since no man hath -.. s---~en God, the son must take 

on manhood that man may again be brought to love God. 

However the "personu being talked about in each case is the Son and 

thus, if Word is taken as personal and belonging to the Son alone, we 

are justified in calling it a name. That is, there are not three dis

tinct persons being referred to, only the Son. That which the Word 

represents is the Son and could be called a name, with theaddition 

that the name is not arbitrary but in some way representative of the 

nature of the Son. .By calling the Word a metaphor we do not exclude 

its being a personal and proper name, and we leave open the possibility 

of truths being revealed by it. We move on to the first consideration, 

that of the Word's oneness and otherness as God. 

This aspect is so difficult and so incomprehensible that ultimately the 

only affirmative statement that can be made about.•it is that it is a 

mystery. Yet in trying to discover what is true we may discover what 

is not true, thereby freeing ourselves from the worship of a false God. 

I 

Before discussing what relationship the W~tj/has to the Godhead we must 

consider what the notion of relationship means in a simple and Supreme 

Nature. For notions of relationship among created things are derived 

from quantity or quality and thus the things related are either not 

one or they are different in essence. If w~ look to Aquinas we find 

that 0 relation in the Godhead is predicated essentially, and each per

son is distinct and incommunicable substance. " 24
) So that personally 

23) John 1 :18 
24) St. Thomas Aquinas , Q. 29 . a . 4 . 
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the Father is the Father of the Son but not the Son. How are they one 

then? Al though the person is incommunicable, " the mode itself of in

communicable existence1125 ) is common to the three. Thus, since "in 

God what .he is and that whereby he is are the same,u 26 ) relation is 

predicated essentially. However this . is little more than saying, "He 

is, through Himself, three and one, essentially three and subsisting 

as o~e, eternal and unchanging." The mystery remains inexplicable and 

enigmatic. No matter what words we use in trying to express this truth 

we arrive at the same end. Thus we must ask through what they are 

other but not alone. 

Again we must rely on St. Thomas. 27 ) Person is primarily derived from 

the notion of origin, though this of course cannot be taken temporally. 

first the Father is "from no one" and this includes nothing. For if 

we were to say he was from nothing, or non-being, then at one time he 

would have not been, whereas he always is. But the Son is from the 

Father, begotten not made. If He was made then He would have been made 

from nothing, and again would have not been at some time, whereas He 

always is, ~a-eternal with the Father. Thirdly the procession from the 

Father of the Son is the Holy Ghost, being from both the Father .and the 

Son. However we must again be careful, for these notions are noticeably 

similar to those of Plotinus and other Platonists who, we are told, have 

no knowledge of the Trinity. For in the One overflowing and producing 

an exact image of itself, different essences are postulated, though they 

are postulated perhaps with equal degrees of being. 

If we consider the person of the Son, it is extremely fitting that the 

Word should be identified with Him. It is fitting because the origin 

described is one of conception, and the notion of conception lends it

self well to speech. When the mind looks out to what is, the formula

tion in the mind of what is, is a wbrd. Though this conception is in 

time f or us , that is , there is a time when the conception is not formed, 

for God it always is. Again, for us the truths signified by words of 

the mind are many and diverse, while for God they are one and simple, 

Himself, hence the Word. 

25) St. Thomas Aquinas, Q. 30. a. 4 
26) St. Thomas Aquinas, Q. 29. a. 4 
27) St. Thomas Aquinas, Q. 29. a. 3 
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~~~ sec~rd case ~oo, _ the ~elation of the Word to the creation is easily 

seen· !n, a meaning or sense of the word, word. Sut since creator is 

pr.~dicated of ·God ess.entially, and not personally, it perhaps is impro

per to: -speak of the rela_tionship a person in God has to something 

commqn to all persons. However if one takes the pronoun_ in the third 

vers~.as ref,~ring to the Word, w~ich ~eem~·justifiable with the verses 
' . ' t , . ' ' . ' I · • 

that follow, .and understands the preposition "dia" as through, instead 
' • ·'• ' I,, ', ' ' • '.~ ' ." .. . ', ' ',' '' ' ' 

of by, -~his d~fficult~ _ can be easily explain~d. For God, that i~ the 

entire Godhead, through the Son, the Wisdo~ and the Truth, made-~11 

things from nothing. Similarly when man employs the mechanical arts he 

makes after· the image that is implant.ed in his mind, what is properly 

c·alled the word~ · For instance, when a man sets out to draw a circle, 

he represents with a mark in or on some thing, that idea he has of a 

circle, the idea being also signified by the word circle. That is, 

the word is exemplar, and all perfection of t~e represe~~ation lies in 

the word. In so much as the made things contain any perfection at all 

they contain it in Him. Thus the created world cries out to St. Augus

tine, "I am not he, but he has made me. 1128 ) 

In passing, one further comment should be made concerning the relation 

of the created world to the Word. For the Wisdom through which God 

created, comprehends, but is not comprehended by creation. For it 

"shineth in the Darkness and the darkness comprehended it not." By 

this we are to understand that world only partakes of the wisdom to 

a small Elegree. This is a radical change from the meaning "logos" has 

had in pagan contexts, where logos not only implied word, but that which 

made thought and speech possible. It signified an order, or sense, to 

the temporal world, which man was capable of apprehending. Now however, 

we are all, in effect, asked the question that was put to Job. 

Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth? 
declare if thou hast understanding.29) 

So that which is paradoxical and unharmonious is not only present, but 

inescapable to man as he lives in the temporal world. But just as 

the paradox is necessary, so is the belief that things which cannot be 

28) The Confessions of St. Augustine, Bk.· X~ Ch. 6 
29) Job 38:4 ... 
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reconciled with the natural reason are perfectly harmonious in the highest 

order. It is right then that Abraham should ·be- the · father · ·of · fait~, : for 

:ih ~ts c~s~ ihe .intellect was not only made to assent· t~ . what was not 

apparent, but to that which was apparently not p·ossible. That is, ~~ 

believed: .. that tie u,Jas : to be the father · of generations·~ · and also believed 

that he .would ~ay.e ., to sacrifice his only hope for th~t pos.ifion.,' ts·~~c. 
:'· . . 

Thus it is belief in Him a~ Word that frees one : frdm ' ~~t~rial c~nceptions 
. ">• I . . 

of God, .. and prep.ares one for the supernatural end ... The Word . ·considered 

with respect to qr_e-a.ted things we move· on to consider ·the final case~ -. 

So much has been· said concerning the Word made f l.esh .that anything · said 

here cannot be a new understanding of what this means. Also, since there . 

is so much to say_. concerning it, it is ~lmost i~b6~sible to know w~e~e : 

to begin discu,s13ir1g it . ~ For in these words 

God sb ~ loved : the ~6r1d · that He gav~ His only begotten 
Son, that whosoever believeth on Him sho~id not peri~h 
but have everlasting life.30) 

lies the whole ~asfs of Christianity. But we have cqnstrained ourselves 

to explicating the metaphor "word" and what is thereby ~anifested, and 
• • J. 

, : 

·- thus can only deal with a very small portion of what is contained in those 

words just quoted. However, because the position of man in those words 

is so important and related to our discussion of word, we must clarify 

what it is that distinguishes man. 

That which differentiates ·man from other cre~tures is, on one le~el im

mediately clear. He is created in the image . of G6d. But there ramains 

a question as to whet~er he is created in the image ·of the Godhead, that 

is the Trinity, o~ . in :the likeness of one of th·e :·persons, the Son. For 

the Son is personally and properly called the Image of God. 31 ) Either 

seems acceptable but since it is said, "let us make man in our image, 

after our likeness 1132 ) and since it is through the Son that we have life 

everlasting, the latter seems preferable. for that in which we are, is 

the image of what we are. If we truly are, then that whereby we are and 

what we are is the same, one mind with Christ. Finally, by belief in 

30) John 3:16 
31) St. Thomas Aquinas, Q. XXXV 
32) Genesis 1 :26 
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His name we will become sons of God and this seems to confirm our be 

made in the of the Son 

If this is.the case then the Word made flesh corre seven more close 

to the ith a n word. For the word n is, as sound, 

less than the internal word, but it proceeds from that internal word and 

exists with it If we compare the sound to Word made 

flesh, it in turn becomes a procession from the Word Since Christ is 

born not of the Vir , but also of the Ghost, is seems 

a 

, when the sound rouses up the same internal the hearer 

that it from, the hearer is ifed with the internal 

the tal or is 

and man is born 

In conclusion is seen that the whole of the 

faith is near s talked about in terms of speak or as 

to see This is natural for faith is of the th non-

apparent It is then most appropriate that the basis for faith and the 

basis for speech be the same, the Word. Since Faith in time, precedes 

and char , the Word is the most instructive of all 

For what we believe the Godhead, the created world and man s 

rslationsh with God, is all contained within that s me 

I have to Its understand d ls the darkness 

and see be made 1 The 

Word is not in the be is the be 
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·DE .BELLIS. CA[ LESTIBUS 
(vel a~s Sacram Scti~tu~am leg~ndi) 

Pheme Perkins '66 

Suadendo nob is ne ,contra supE~!'r iores nostros be~lum geramus' reverend issimus 

doctor m~ Luthe~ non modu~ ~u6toritata : Sacrae S~r~pt~rae in tpistola ad . 

Romanos, et in Libra Proverb.iorum, ·et in Evar:igelio seci.:fridam· Matthaeum et 
' '· i .: ... . 

in multi~ ;~liis ~ locis ~~itui; sed · etiam _nobis quinqLl~ argu~enta · dat • .. At 

mentionem argum.enti gra0is.s1mi ; non facit, id ·es·t ·,' a.rgumenttJm · de c~elestibus 

bellis·. Pr.imum bellum ex '"omnibu$ '.erat in , c;:aelo cum Satanas ·-a Deq def.ecit •. 

Hoc bellum erat ~er ta men · inferior is contra sL:Jper ibrem suuni, -re apse · cert·~me~ . 
: • . . . - -. . ... 

creaturae contra ~~eator~~ ~u~m •. Sic contr~ · superiores ' ~ostros non .·. 

certare : docemur. ~i en"im contr·a ·s.uper .iore·~ · p~·gne~: ' S.a.tanam imitatur .• 

Itaque 9qm .Chr i.st ia~u·s Clir istum: lmit~~ i st4d~·a t ~ - 'sa tanam non imi ta tui; et .. 
. ~ . ' . 

ergo numquam bellum co.ntra su·µe·riores su.os gar it. · 

Eddem mode de : bello inter aequales et de bello superiorum contra inferi6i~~ 

disseram.us •. De ill~ Sanctus Ioannes .in Apocalypsi nob is die it archa~geium 
. . . ' "' 

Michael.um in nomine Dei contra archangelum Luciferum suum aequalem iu~te ' 
.. ' . ' , · 

certav isse. De _hac idem apostolus ·in eva~ge_ lio suo nob is die it C_hr is,t.ym 

suum infe~ io.rem, Satanain v .i.cisse. 
' I ~ 

Ergo sect..indum Sa: eras Sct·iptu.ras Chr istiario be·llum in nomine Qe ~ contr·a 
' . 

inf::er iores . ae'qu.alesqUe · iuste .gerere licet sad bellu-fD. contra super fores 

non licet. 

Nihilom:inus reverend.iss imum doctorem ·m. · Luth.erem rogandi sumus cur Dews-

~ermi~e~it ut ·bella ca~lestia e~seh£~ . . . 
sed sat superque 
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"THE LF AND THE SHEPHERD 
(Lecture delivered Robert 7' 1966 

Reviewed 
Aurthur 68 

The be of any serious discussion is a glimpse. Now the person who 

catches this may recognise it for what it is, a shadow of an ob-

ject or a truth, or he may take it to be the truth itself. But either 

way, he wishes, because he has pride and desire to express his idea, to 

talk. If he understands the glimpse to be a shadow, he will be humble, 

and will talk for the sake of learning through examination. If he be-

. lieves he possesses the truth itself he will bluster, for he wishes others 

to admit his superior in intell nee and wisdom. When one sees 

blackness, however, when one catches not even a , he will have no 

reason to talk, for he is certain of his blackness. E else and 

everyone else is a s 

a dream .. 

, and he has no reason to to 

Characters in Platonic d then, all have gl s which 

to express in one way or another. Socrates is humble, 

prideful~ But because he has pride, because he wishes 

wish 

in 

to 

of 

him and admire him, he, with his self-truth of the superior 

, is accessible. He talks and argues unfair but 

beneath his and unfairness lies for someth , for art 

and truth, or, as he would say, for precision. So des his 

and notions he is, after all, a friend of Socrates, for both 

he and love knowledge. 11 This, I think, is the thesis of 

the This is no total privation of truth in the 11 villainsu of 

Plato's d s, but a perversion .. For some reason each wants to talk, 

because each has a conflict within him whether he knows it or not. 

' conflict is one between desire for precision and 

and greed. 

ins with a very equivocal definition of justice, "the 

good of the II He explains to Socrates that he is 

of the ruler, the one who has the power. When Socrates shows 

him that mere obeisance on the of the ruled, which Thra 
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calls justice_ becau~e it corre~p6nds t6 the ruler's will~ can~ be unjust 

if the ruler· makes · · ~· mi~take . and . wills w·hat is ·harmful to himself, 
·. ·:· ·: :. ·, 

Thrasymachus b~gins to sa~ ~ha~ he think~. · He claims to , hav~ ; be~Q 

speaking of the ruler 11 in the precise· ·sense 1 " that is, -the comp,~ete . and 

intellectually supe~ior rular, whq does not simply wield indiscriminate 

power. And this ruler "i.n th-~ precise( sense" makes"_ no mis:f:.akes. One 

begins to see what Thrasymachus admires, a~~ ·and i~fellect~ ' ·Socrates, 

however, brings him to a co.~tradiction by arguing that .. :the ~r.tls.t, in-

sofar as he is an artist, works to imp~ov~ not himself b~t his material. 

The doctor cures, and the ruler works for the good of the. sta·t~-. 

Thrasymachus is flatly contradicted. "Justice is the good of the weaker,"

if the rule·r is an artist·~ . · I.t is ~- t th'ls point that ThJ,'a_symachus finally 

becomes completely honest. The ruler, he says, is lik~ a shepherd, not 

taking care of ·his · flock for their sake but for his own advantage, fattening 

them up to be slaughte~ed·. _ The ruler takes advantage of :the ru.led, de

frauding them, · taking their. money and subverting the_ir will : t ·o ·his, while 

all the time mainta·iglng '~ reputation for justice . and " f:airne~~!" - The 

ruler: is greedy; .h_e is not satisfied with control over his city alone. 

Why should he be, if he is completely unjust? . The w·hole world· is his'{ 

if he has the ~bi~ity to . ~ake ad~antage of it~ ~ i 

\., · Nothing : l~ss than the whole world ~ in f~ct is the goal 
_ of injustice ~nd · even that limit is merely accidental. 

Greed recognizes no bound because i .t .. is grounded in no 
need · .and recogniz~s no standard of what is · f'Hting. ·It ; · 
is unlimited by natur~: it alway~ seeks to get more and 
yet more. Since there ar~ natural limits to most good~ · . 
• • •. greed fastens on money as its goa l. Injus t i ce. 
is good then 6ecause 'it ~ays in a literal sanse - ~nd pays 
more the more compl_etely .. and p_erfect1Y. it is practised.* 

And becaus~ irijustic~ is a d~sirable thing it is good and leads to hap

piness. Justice - is merely the fear of _this good, a de~i~e ~y - which ' men 

too weak to · su6ceed· at acquisition · s~c~re protectiqn f~om ~fronger m~n. 

men may" t~ink "in the . secret places of :their hearts .tha:t . . 
injustice pay!p, and pays well, but they continue· 'to· " ·' · 
reserve their praise for justice, for unselfishness and 
al'truiSm a·s we put i.t, the .conce;rn for another's good. 
·• ~ . • This pra.ise· .. is only a. .roask of · ·fear~ ' • ·• Justice 
is no virtue ·but ' the craven ... r .enun_Ciafi:on" of the ·hO-pe of 
happirie~s • . ' . · · · · 

, .. , _ 

* This and all subsequent quotations are taken from mr. Bart's lecture. 
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This is machus' position He sees in the world possibilities 

for violence and He sees these also in conversation. He 

uses violence ''beciuse he pays no heed to what has been said, and fraud 

because he does not say what he thinks." 

Further: 

s sees (himself and Socrates) as 
unfair over (each other) and come out 

on the figure of the contest dominates his view of 
the discussion. What is place for him is not so 
much a conversation but a competition in which violence 
and fraud he can d his powers in the stru for 
v 

He revels in his own superior 
foundations for him not in 

• • • Speech has its 
ion but in know 

A conversation is mere a contest between two rivals. 
• • • In such a debate it is not the truth that is at 
stake, but the success or defeat of the challenger. 
Knowledge is hidden riddl ic declarations 
like These ize 
the secret or private character of knowledge. 

And this question, whether conversation and behavior in general are at-

to find and agreement, or relative superiority and wealth, 

causes the discord ithin himself. Internal discord Thra-

admits can cawse weakness. 11 True stre requires e her-

many of conv that integr , oneness 11 And his discord 

and his love of or commitment is caused the conflict between his 

to art. very presence in the conversation shows that he believes 

that in ice as he understands it can be in precise 

terms, that it can be expressed as a positive attitude based on art and 

intellect, and that it can be justified. He is committed to the idea 

of an art of injustice. And the reason that he eventually falls, that he 

blushes, is that he and Socrates do after all have a common ground for 

iscussion, the admission of the 

precision. 

and univer of ar 

It is through the notion of art that Socrates reaches 
for the conflict in Thrasymachus. They may 
differ radically about justice and what is but 
they have a common understanding of art. Perhaps the 

th in that idea that divides them is whether 
it can be an of ice. Thrasymachus' claims 



for his own detinition ~how that he considers . it 
excellent because it bears the marks of art. Art 
is ~ist{riguished . from h~bit and experience by 
universality and ptecision. He ·stresses that his · 
accoU"nt is univere.aL .. . 
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But this precfa{oh which h~ sd admires is ·at odds with the end .of injus

tice, victory. Ty~anny ~annot prodyce agr~emerit 6r pie6~sion but only 

victory. "Unjust spee·ch can produce · only victor-y and defeat.!' .And 

Thrasymachus I t~ctic~ ,· intimidation ' and lying' ' ' are unjust. 
' · 

no account. . To : give an account he must speak , : reasonably~ 

They ·give 

And.'. he does 

wish' out of 'both pride o.f intellect and d~~ire ' for knowledge.' to give 
. . . . :· i ' . ~ .· 

an account. "He is perhaps always in conflict with himself, . f_or it is 

inconsistent to ask agr,e.eme,nt_ with a theor,Y. that. in: .i ,tself subve~ts _ all 

the basis of agreement. It seems that it cannot be consistent to try 

to jUS.tify a theory Of . injustice e II 

This contradiction points to .the. greater contradiction that Socrates 

leads to,: c;tnd Which . r1n.a11y destroy,s , Thrasymachus: his "art" . of injus

tice is not art at all, but stupidity. Firstly, it is not an art in that 

it does not improve its subject matter. And it is knowledge of -fhe 

subject matter, ~nd the subject's definite · limitations a~d · possibilities, 
' ' / ' 

that gives art uhiversality and purpose • . ·The mµsioian tunes the strings 

that ~hey might . be harmonious: · -- the herm~ny is the liinit - a consonance 

is limited in conception; it cannot be improved upon~ - . ~nd the desired 

end, because it is pleasing and in tune. But for Thrasymachus "(injustice) 

is a good for the · ~rtist, conc~ived in the ~tritt sen~~ a~ · pure and- u~

limited gi~ed.'' ~Md . so secondly~ injus~i6~ '-can by its nature achieve nti . 

perfection or univer~ality; ·but only r·elativ~=: :advantage". urhe man who 

ruled the whole . 'war ld would still be as greedy -as th·e .. ;novice ln injustice: 

both are insatiable and know no limit." In terms o'f greed the · "artist" . 

is never fulfilled, n,evsr completed. He· keeps 13·et ting ·more· bGt" never · 

e nough • . In true art there is agreement, for ·art "r.es.i.des iri the definite: · 

limits it imposes on the randomness . of ignorance' ~ II 'The 'artist Will not 

compete with another attist: ·the musician · ~ill not co~pet• with t~s 

musician i~ t~ning ~tri~gs,· ~~d · th~ just m~~ will not compete with the 

just_. man, for both reco~nize the _same limits. They will cdm~e~e · with 

the unjust man, just · as the musician wiil compete with th~ hon-musici~n , 
,.· . 
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who does not recognize ths limits or goal of the material. 

If the unjust man is intelligent he will act like an 
intelligent man. Now intelligent men are artists, 
that is they acknowledge common limits or bounds and 
only contend with the ignorant. But the unjust man who 
has claimed to be intelligent and an artist contends 
as much with other unjust men as with just men, for he 
recognizes no limit to his greed whatsoever. On the 

· other hand, the just man acknowledges the welfare of 
other just men as a limit he respects and does not 
quarrel with them but agrees with them in the law and 
makes common cause with them against the unjust man. 
The consequence is manifest: the unjust man does not 
act like an intelligent man. Therefore he cannot be 
intelligent. 

Art, or law, cannot exist with respect to lawlessness. 

This last argument causes Thrasymachus' blush. "The lack of limit in

trinsic to injustice shows that it is not an art." The shepherd is not 

an artist insofar as his eventual aim is the slaughter of his sheep, 

but insofar as he cares for them and keeps them healthy. Harm to the 

material cannot exist in art. 

The refutation of Thrasymachus is complete. He is 
undone by his desire to unite knowledge and injustice. 
Knowledge is no less crucial to Thrasymachus than to 
Socrates, and he is tamed by the discovery that he 
cannot maintain successfully the position that injustice 
is the supreme art of intelligence. 

Thrasymachus blushes not because he has been led to a contradiction -

that has happened before, and he has responded to it with a fresh 

attack - but because he realizes that he is being stupid. For him 

stupidity, the contrary of the intelligence which he esteems, is in

tolerable. But one must remember that in order to blush one must have 

blood in one's body, and it is this blood, this pride and desire for 

truth or "pre~ision," that makes it possible for him to be a friend to 

and a conversant with a man like Soqrates. Always lurking in the back

ground is the man with no blood, the man who has not even caught a 

glimpse of light, who recognizes no precision and no knowledge. who has 

no greed and no desire, The opposite of white or light is black or 

darkness, not some other color, ugly as it might be. Perhaps that man 

is perfectly unjust, or perhaps one cannot even apply the term justice 
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to him. But Thrasymachus, one finds, is on the wrong track. For where 

there is greed mixed with pride there is also embarrassment, and the un

just man cannot be embarrassed. 

My chief starting point _fot this lecture was a desire 
·~o ~ understand a little b~ttet the reason underlying 
Socrates' injunction to Adeimantus: 1 b~~'t stir up a 
quarrel between Thrasymachus and meJ now that we have 

·- . become friends; not that we were enemies before.' 

Any man, par~er~e as he .. ~ay ·be, who· desires the truth, who, however he 

may boa~t ~nd bully, d~sires sincere agreemert with hi~ · truth~ is not an 

enemy, ~hd ~~y very . well be · a friend. 

:• 'I 
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MIDSUMffiER NIGHT'S DREAM 

Margaret Rottner 66 

is one of Shakespeare's most terr visions 

of the world. The apparent irrational of nature causes humans to 

suffer a bewilderment unredeemed 98 The is 

about passionate love, elemental nature, dreams and poe darkness is 

common to those themes because at the critical moments all our 

tions are bound to fail. The way to them in th 

is to surrender ourselves to exper them 

If we were to do the again, this is one of the most 

in ion I would like to see: in the first scene, when sander and 

Hermia are left alone on stage, 

says that it is 

talk about the fate of love. 

11 
• moms as a sound, 

Swift as shadow, short as any dream, 
Brief as the lightning in the collied night, 
That, in a , unfolds both heaven and earth, 
And ere a man hath power to say 'behold', 
The jaws of darkness do devour it up: 
So quick br th come to ion 11 

Then he asks Hermia to meet him at midnight in the woods to run away 

with him, and she swears that she will: 

11
• .. • good Lysander! 

I to thee Cu s st bow 
By his best arrow with the golden head, 

the simplic of Venus' doves, 
that which knitteth souls and prospers loves - 11 

At this moment, in the middle of her vow, the diction suddenly changes 

from blank verse to couplets and remains so to the end of the 

scene. We have entered the dream world At this moment the 

l of the court ought to have begun to fade to an amber glow, with 

the two lovers left in a pool of brightness. If there is no sur-

render to the dream, there is no entering this world which "the 

lover, the madman and the poet" apprehend. 

s 
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Although .Theseus and Hippolyta 
1

h~0& ' f~w of th~ t~~it~ of thei~~mytho

logical namesakes, those · very . na~es ~ive a hint about the ri~ture of the 

world t .hey live in. It .is·. pervaded with the ma·iancholy . un'certainty of 

the world ~f Greek :· myths, .. and .re.igned hy supernatui:al beings. ·with no mora 

than . human . judgment but · far ,more t~an hum~n powers~ Oberon a~d Titania .. 

are close co.unterparts . of . Zeus .and· Hera: Titania,. ~ike Hera, may have 

considerable . charms but · there's, not much_ .else good to be said for her; 

Oberon, like Zeus, is a wise king but not above quarreling with his c~r~ 

sort · bVeI;' a little human boy. like the Greek gods, Ob.er on and Titania 
- J ' 

are· ~xtTemely interested in meddling wtth human affai~s. That ~nterest 
. . 

is ~om~times purely s~ifish, b~t when Ob~r~~ s~ts ~bout to sol~e the 

16~~r's p~oblems it seems t6 b~ geouine bene0olence. · 

Puck is interested cin'ly in sport and uses mortah . . fm;. the butt _of ·his· 

~ .joka.s; . when we think c;if him it . se!3m~ particularly , ironic to iri~oke · those ... .. . ·.,·· . . 

. gods. ,for the purpose. of making :·s,ense out of a se.emingly sense.less war ld. 

At· its worst we sea·m to .be dqj;ng no more· than giving names · t~ ··blinq . 

·fo.r.ce.s, as in the science. of Psychology when ,the. question "why · does that 

fellow act like a madmaA?." gets. the answer "because} he is · psychotic." It 

might not see.m to be -= different to ask "why did Lysander suddenly ·f'all 
. . 

in _-love. with Hermia?" ·and be answered, 1.-beoause Puc.k put the love-juice 

·in his eyes~ II . But sometimes . our lives se·em to .be full . of t'hat kind of 

• q~estion and a~~wer~_ Either the apparent disorder is a tru~~ one, or 

else we are only pushing the . problem to a higher level. 

'. 

This is in fact .what the play suggests w~ do: for ~lthough we may imagine 

.. · ·· Ourselves as being ruled by ' the spite~ the caprice; : the passions of these 

-.supernatural beings,. we concl.ude .. that not even they ·are all-powerful: 

·they are under the swa·y '. of everi .. greater forces of nature. In the Iliad 

, ~ .eus takes out the fatal scales to read which ... .way the w.ar is to go; and 

• ·.:.: SO in A midsummer Night's Dream there are fm;·c~ .s Which dictate . to Obe l;' on. 

· Jn . the midst of the quatrel tiver the changelin9 ~?Y' Titania accuses 

Oberon of monstfd~s . icp~sponsibility sincie the _ ~lements ar~ ~unishing 

the whole world for this discord; the seasona ~ th~ms~lves reflect . the 

quarrel: 

II the Spr fog' the SLJminer 
The chiding autumn, angry winter, change 
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Their wonted liveries, and the mazed world, 
By their increase, now knows not which is which~ 
And this same progeny of evil comes 
From our debate, from our dissension: 
We are their parents and original .. 11 

This suggestion of powers above the gods makes the working of nature 

more mysterious than ever If they are to be understood in any way it 

will be in experiencing them: perhaps in dreams. If they are to be 

explained in any way, it will be in setting down the experience - in 

poetry.. Nick Bottom is a wise er itic of the play: "man is but an ass 

who goes ·about to expound this dream", he says, and we can take that as 

both a warning and an 

We should not confine the dream to the central portion of the play, since 

the play begins with 

under the general bewitchment about 

are already 

Oberon and Titania's 

quarrel. s never any reason for Demetrius to 

sander as a son-in-law, except that is his will. As a matter of fact, 

there is no reason to Demetrius; Lysander is as rich, as well 

born, and he is beloved of Hermia. Also, he is constant, while Demetrius 

is charged with hav wooed Helena, making her "dote to Idolatry" on 

her for love of Hermia. Yet Egeus would rather 

the law than go against his will to marry her 

him, and then 

have his dau 

beloved. This is strange behavior. It is nevertheless believable, since 

it happens every A domineer who insista that his love-

marry to suit her over my dead ! II ; 8 

young man 

another; a 

out of love with one 1 and in love with 

in love, seeing as her alternatives to a hateful 

marriage death or eternal these strange things 

happen to us, and how are we to explain this everyday madness? 

Theseus is the ruler of a civilized socie He has no choice to 

enact the law of Athens, since five unhappy people are ev going 

to find no solution to their problem outside of that law. He has at 

least to maintain political order enforcing the law. Oberon is more 

extravagant. He tries to bring about inward order and blessedness.. But 

even his aid miscarries, for a sequence of blunders Lysander 
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as well as Demetrius is mad.a· to fall in love with · He·lena·. 'Oberon · cannot 

bring about any a~der until Titania amd .. himself .are i~co~cii~d ~nd · ~haotic 

nature is restor~d tp harmony •. ,Bo~tom turn~ · out to be ·the solution :to 
·, 

all problems, and' ' plays an even bigger . part than he eve,r dre.amed of .. ; for 
; . 

Titania is charmed ·into· so much lava for · hirn that she willingly · yields 

up the changeling boy to Oberon, and once the fi~~l re~onciliatio~ ~f 
their quarrel is acc·omplishad, -the .·fairy :magic finally p~irs th.a .lover .s 

as it was meant ' to. Now, ·since they .. are. a.-t peace, at .. leas .. t among them-
. . .• ' ,·. ·• i · , • 

selves, Thes!e.us ·overbears Egeus·1 wi,11,; . and uses his, kin.gly .au.thority 

to bind the ' couples in law, as Oberon usad his to bind them in lov~. 

. . 

Theseus is ~he most sensible of all the humari beings in the 'play'; he · ! ' 

. . . ' . ' 

doesn't believ~ a war~ of the strange things that the lovet~ tell him~ 

since he was safe and sane in t~~ brightly-Ii~ court whiie ~he lovers 

were forced by their passions .· into th.a heart of the dark forest. . "The 

lovers, madmen· and· the poets," he says, . ~'are of imagination all compact 0 ; 

and to Theseus imagin~tion is the disease .of seeing ~hat is ~~t there. 

Imaginatioh, · he says~· '.'apprehends/Mor.€3 than co.al reason aver comprehends", 

and he means that ,if cool reason:_ isn't able . to .. comprehe.nd it, it probably 

does.n' t exist. But those .wo-rd.s could mean ju.st the opposHe: th~t 

imagination· has powers· beyond reason. ~ s; or·, .that ima~ .ination allows us 

to experience and embrace more than reasrin ever h~lps .us to understand. 

The mechanicals are sensible men too; they are neither lovers, madmen 

nor poets ·and live very . close to the · war ld of thirigs, for they . a~e 

weavers," carpenters~ tinkers, .. tailors al)d. bellow~~msnders. They are -

used to feeling that they subdue· na t.ure 1 arid the elements to men's use. 

They are also co~~unicative · ~en; th~.y. ·manage to talk to one another, . . 

ask questions a·nd get ans111ers, better thf;ln the lovers do because t.hey 

are extremely literal-minded. Bottom may . be a prize ass, but he has 

been thrust so completely into .the .dream of enchantment that when he 

awakes he is almost a prophet: 

"I have had a most rare vision. I have had a dream, 
past the wit of man to say what dream it was: man is 
but an ass, if he go about to expound his dream. Me
thought I was - there is no man can tell what. Me
thought I was - and me - thought I had, - but man is 
but a patched fool, if he will offer to say what me
thought I had. The eye of man hath not heard, the 
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ear of man hath not seen, man's hand is not able to 
taste, his tongue to conceive, nor his heart to re
port, what my dre~m was. I will get Peter Quince to 
write a ballad of this dream: it shall be called 
Bottom's Dream, because it hath no bottom; and I will 
sing it in the latter end of a play, before the Duke: 
peradventure, to make it the more gracious, I shall 
sing it at her death." 

He cannot explain his dream, he begins and he stops. He knows that it 

is beyond explanation - "The eye of man hath not heard" is a distant 

echo of Revelations. "I will get Peter Quince to write a ballad of 

this dream," is a stroke of genius, because a ballad will not explain 

but portray in images and figures the experience itself. And though 

the images of a dream come from a deeply personal world, poetry can 

move men to see another's personal images as their own. 

The mechanicals bring a play to the court, the myth of Pyramus and 

Thisbe; but they are not the men to let poetry speak for itself. They 

explain as they play, and they so much fear that the audience will 

be upset by the terro~ of it all that they honestly unmask their art 

and assure the ladies that none of it is the least bit real. The poetry 

may suffer, but there is still plenty to be learned. The lovers seem 

to miss all of it, evidently not suffering a blush for the striking 

resemblances between themselves in their own carrying-on in the woods 

and the words of the mechanicals' star-crossed lovers. 

Theseus tends to humor people less sensible than himself, wanting to 

judge them only by their good intentions. He probably smiles teasingly 

at the lovers when he says, "To bed, 'tis almost fairy time." But this 

is the play's final gentle insistence that, deny it as you will, the 

inner world of unknown causes does exist. Once the court leaves the 

stage, the lights are dimmed and the fairies appear by the dark and 

drowsy fire: dangerous and unknowable, but capable of blessing. 
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· .APOLLINAlRE:Js tE PONT n1IRAl:3EAU 

1•. . '\ . • . • • . 
· oavid E. Long '66 

Initially, upon read~n_g Apollinaire's .le Pont fi1irabaau, .I felt a . lack of · 

unity in the poem: wha~ was . the .. ·p·oet sa·ying? Was ApoHinair_e . writing ·::.'.>' 

about _a bridge, or the Sai11e, ,_,:i or :his own past ibve, or ~bout something . : ~ ,, 
. ' .-· 

altogE!the~ .. . dif.'.erent7 After . a first . reading it _seemed ~s though · 1ove . 

were the theme of our poet, a~ ;thou·gh · he :· 'wer·~· .st~nd~ng u.pon his .former .. · 
. . ' . . 

trysting p_lact;i,. sadly r~membe-ring. his 1'6st . lover, and wat~h-ing t.he · 

Seine f1ow··· by. : . In the first starua the·· authbr asks rather rhetorically · 
' . 

if his pas~ loves could ever return to. him. ; In the second he recolle·c't.s 

some of the' actual mom~nts spent on le pant · Mirabeau .in the arms Gf :his 

belov~d. But som~t~in~ has happened to t~is iove~ ~ his lover died, or 

deserted him for some reason. But, for ~hatever reason, he is alone 

no·w, for in the third stanza he comes·· to some general conclusions abou·t 

his life and love: love . fldWs awa~ lik~ the . ~unning ~aters .of the. Sein~. 

:He seems to imply that whe·n · there is · no love, but .. ~nly . hopes of ·love, 

life itself becomes teoious, empty." ·· Finally, 
1
in the last ve·rse, A·po1.:.. · .. : 

lina'ire answers ·. his opa.-ning question:... no, past, loves, like las temps 

perdus, never return. i 

~ . 

. Superficially., this seems to be the 0 ·story 0 of the poem. However,. the 

reading is complicated by the two lin~ refrain: 

Vfenne la nuit, sonne l'he~;~, 
.· Les j.ours l? ' .. en yont ~ . je dems_ure. 

This app~ars aft~r ever.y stanza,- four ti··~es in all. : It .is as·' though the 

author is indicating _ to us here what the real point of h.;i.s poem may · be'· 

as though he felt he should remind us after each ve~$8 of what he means 

us to understand by what he has just said.. . :. 
;; . 

~ . . ... : 

What does the refrain te·11. us?· The first . three imagE3l? ere pf ·some sort 
'.t ; . 

of ' motion': · nig~t comes, the hour sounds., days .9.£• · Yet .~he · author 

remains; he does not move; he alone among . the shifting ·_ phantoms of time 

remains static. But what can this mean - je · demaure? Where and in what 
~ 

sense does he remain anywhere? The threprpreceeding images are about. 
> •• • • • • • ~ 

some sort of motion, ~fr1d especially about ~ . the · motions of · those phenofr1ena 

' ·. ~·~. 
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by which we regulate time. The author seems to imply that his remaining 

is with reference to time. Time flows on, but he remains, somehow 

unchanging among the continuous variations of nights, days, hours, weeks . 

The question I find most difficult to ·answer is this: is the essential 

concern of the poem with love or with time? That is, is the theme 

essentially emotional, i.e., about love; or metaphysical, i.e., about 

time and its relation to man? I believe the poem is highly metaphysical. 

The poet is expressing something about the nature of time. The refrain 

is the poem in microcosm. Throughout we are confronted with various 

descriptions of motion and with metaphors implying motion: water flowing, 

days passing, the tired wave, slow life, violent hope. Apollinaire 

depicts love merely as another form of motion. It comes, persists awhile, 

then goes away never to return. 

Time is the measure of all these motion.s Time measures the days, the 

weeks, and with them the ebbing of love and the consequent monotony of 

life. The "eternals reqards" of the second verse is an ironic or even a 

bitter reference to the feelings of the lovers on the bridge. Looks of 

love are perhaps the most fleeting of all transient occurrences, but 

while they exist time stands still for those exchanging them. Our poet 

has at one time known these glances; he too has existed , for a time, i n 

that timeless, motionless world of the lover. In time, yet timeless - a 

paradox? Perhaps, but so is love. How is it possible for that which is 

perfect to pass away? But the lover has not lived who would ·,have admitted 

of the slightes t f law in his perfect love . Swa nn felt t hi s way towards 

Odette; similarly Marcel, towards Gilberte. But somehow, at the last, 

when the motion (or ~motion) has run its course, there remains only -

ennui. Comma la vis est lente. 

The passing of time may be likened to the flow of a great river; in this 

case, the Seine. Just as all the cr eeks a nd r ivulets arising from the 

surrounding countryside merge and become one with the great river, so do 

all the motions of hours and days, life and love, give themselves to 

swell the Ultimate River, Time. 

But wh~t is it that measures time? Apollinaire has drawn t~e analogs 

b~f~~~~ the flowings of time and of the Seine: both eternally stream 
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towards us, past us, away from us; eternally fluctuating, always different, 

yet in some sense always the same. With reference to the Seine (for the 

purposes of the poem) le pant Mirabeau is the one fixed point, that to 

which and from which the river is always flowing, although no part of 

the river ever stays or fixes itself at the moment it passes the bridge. 

The river is never "at" the bridge. During every instant the water is 

flowing ta the bridge, or from it, but there is never a time at which 

the river may be said to be "at the bridge". The mirabeau Bridge is 

the focal point of the poem, not the Seine. That the author intended 

it so is even borne out by the title: the poem is named after the bridge, 

not after the river. And the measure of time itself? Time is measured 

only by the human mind. It is purely a subjective phenomenon. As Saint 

Augustine so beautifully demonstrates: 

"It is in my own mind, then, that I measure time. I 
must not allow my mind to insist that time is something 
objective ••• I say that I measure time in my mind. 
For everything which happens leaves an impression on 
it, and this impression remains after the thing itself 
has ceased to be. 11 1) 

We sea, then, that amidst the flux of time the only fixed point, as it 

were, must be the author himself, his mind and memories. Apollinaire 

himself is the measure of time and thus in turn of the ever-changing 

movement of the universe. As the Mirabeau Bridge measures the Seine, 

so does Apollinaire measure time. It is now more clear, I hope, what 

the poet means by "je demaure". He has identified himself with the 

bridge, as an unchanging point of reference. He is, like the br i dge , 

"an ever-fixed mark" watching all things go by, never to return. 

1) Confessions XI, 27 




